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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

WATCH THE DENTISTS
Dr. Elizabeth Reynolds

“When written in Chinese, the
word crisis is composed of two
characters — one represents
danger, and the other
represents opportunity.”
– John F. Kennedy
We are back! Most of us have reopened
our offices in some capacity to nonemergency care and it looks very
different. Our reception areas are stripped
of magazines, coffee machines, children’s
prize boxes and patients, and replaced
with barriers and wipes and receptionists
in masks. We are clad in gowns, caps,
shoe coverings, mask upon mask,
and face shields over our loupes. Our
patients have been incredibly grateful
and appreciative and “patient” (no pun
intended) with all of the new protocols
and paperwork. What a testament to our
profession and to our patients!
I just read an interesting article (https://
www.nytimes.com/2020/06/10/upshot/
dentists-coronavirus-economicindicator.html) in the New York Times
entitled “How’s the Economy Doing?
Watch the Dentists.” Economists are
watching the dental profession because
they provide “a crucial indicator of
whether Americans feel safe returning
to normal activities, and if they have the
economic means to do so.” It reports that
“half of all dental workers lost their jobs

in March and April, accounting for 35% of
all healthcare jobs lost in these months,
even though its workers make up only 6%
of the industry.” And on recovery, by the
first week of June 77% of dental offices
had hired their full staffs back. That’s
good news, showing dentists working and
providing services to our patients and
providing livelihood for our employees.
We are embracing changes and are doing
so with grace and aplomb.
At the VDA we have been focused
on keeping the membership informed
specifically about COVID-19, but that
doesn’t mean that we have forgotten
about our other responsibilities. The
Board of Directors spent a long and
arduous weekend last fall developing a
comprehensive and exciting strategic
plan to guide the VDA through the next
three years. In light of recent events,
we revisited this plan and found it just
as relevant and pertinent (the test of
an ideal strategic plan, is it not?). We
plan to present it to the membership
later this year, so be on the lookout. Our
membership numbers remain strong, and
it’s been gratifying to see dentists seeing
value as many joined for the first time
in the midst of this crisis to gain the full
benefits of the Tripartite membership.

what they have done and consider a
donation- it is truly an investment in your
profession. The Council on Government
Affairs remains vigilant, watching for
governmental regulations that could
affect our profession. The VDA worked
with the Board of Dentistry to provide
new dental and dental hygiene graduates
an opportunity to earn their licenses
through a modified board exam, and we
are excited to welcome these newest
members to our dental community.
The VDA strives to keep its members
updated and safe and the members have
been incredibly engaged, with so many of
you reaching out with gratitude, questions
and comments that reflect a deep caring
for your patients and your teams. This has
truly been an opportunity to pull together
and show our unified front, and you have
done that. In this time of uncertainty,
it is indeed important to know that you
have someone on your side, watching
out for your practice and your team and
your livelihood, and the Virginia Dental
Association is that someone. Together
we are indeed stronger and we have
seized the opportunity. The future of
our profession and of our professional
organization is bright!

Our PAC continues to support efforts to
protect our small business model, both
locally and federally. This is an incredibly
important responsibility during these
challenging financial times so look at
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Unite the Healthiverse

TRUSTEE’S CORNER

RECOVERY

Dr. Kirk Norbo, ADA 16th District Trustee

As 2020 unfolds, we all agree that this
year has pushed us to the limit mentally,
physically and professionally. The
uncertainty of things to come is what
undoubtedly keeps many of us up at
night. Will there be an effective vaccine
available in the near future? Will patients
return to our offices in the numbers we
saw pre-COVID? Will there be a reliable
COVID test available that will yield valid
results in five minutes? What upgrades
if any, may be required to make dental
offices safer for patients and dental staff?
Will we be able to stay in business after
being closed for routine or elective care
for almost two months?
The good news is that dentistry has been
faced with challenges and adversity for
generations and continues to rebound
every time. HIV, Hepatitis B, H1N1 and
now SARS-CoV-2 have plagued dentistry
over the past 40 years. Results from the
ADA’s Health Policy Institute most recent
member surveys have shown that the

recovery of dental practices nationwide
is well under way. Patients are making
routine dental appointments and trust the
safety measures dentists have added to
their practices.
The ADA released its Return to Practice
Interim toolkit on April 27 and there have
been over 130,500 downloads by dentists
throughout the country. Included in this
number were 17,800 non-members who
requested the toolkit information. Some
of you may ask why non-members had
access to the toolkit and the answer is
twofold. First the ADA felt that it had a
duty to the profession to provide guidance
to all dentists during this time of need.
Secondly and just as importantly, it
gave us access to non-member contact
information. For a non-member to
download the toolkit, contact information
must have been entered on the ADA
website and this opened the door for us
to reach out to that segment of dentists
who have not seen the value in being

Return to Work Interim
Guidance Toolkit
Overview
This toolkit contains interim recommendations from the American Dental Association’s
(ADA’s) Advisory Task Force on Dental Practice Recovery. Since this is interim guidance,
it is focused on the short-term management of dental practice during the COVID-19
pandemic as some offices return to providing non-emergent care. Details not specifically
addressed in this interim guidance will be left up to the professional judgment of each
dentist. The possible integration of additional infection control measures, air purification
systems, and any other safety recommendations will be addressed by the appropriate
ADA agency as the COVID-19 knowledge base grows.

Interim Guidelines for
Dental Practice During
the SARS-COV-2 Pandemic

members. At this time, we have had a
conversion of 112 non-members to ADA
member status. I hope all of you have
had the opportunity to access the most
recent Hazard Assessment document
and incorporate this guidance into your
everyday practice. Data collected by the
ADA IT group verified that over 11,000
members downloaded these additional
guidelines. This is complimentary material
to the toolkit and is designed to help keep
dental staff members as safe as possible
when dealing with the current pandemic.
All subsequent COVID guidance
information has been placed behind the
ADA website firewall and can only be
accessed by members.

Revised June 18, 2020

The ADA Task Force was convened to advise in the development of tools to support
dentists who are returning to work after the COVID-19 closures and practice restrictions.
It is recognized that different areas will return to a more familiar style of practice at
different times, and under different circumstances. Each dentist will need to incorporate
their clinical judgment with their knowledge of the incidences of COVID-19 cases in
their area, the needs of their patients, and the availability of any necessary supplies to
re-engage in the provision of elective dental care.

Updated
info is
outlined
in gray.

Available on
ada.org

Due to the evolving understanding of the world’s knowledge of SARS-CoV-2, it is
expected that more recommendations will be brought forward that might impact how
dentists deliver care. Further information and recommendations will be provided
to our members as it becomes available.

This document is a guide for treating dental patients in the presence of SARS-COV-2 (commonly
known as COVID -19) while maintaining the safety of our teams and our patients. These guidelines
(not requirements) are based on the best science currently available and subject to change.
NOTE: these recommendations simply augment universal precautions previously implemented.
These guidelines are based on recommendations from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC),
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), the Organization for Safety and Asepsis
and Prevention (OSAP) the VA State Health Department, the American Dental Association (ADA)
and the American Dental Hygienists’ Association (ADHA). Final implementation and practice
systems are at the discretion of the doctor and dental team.

Available on
vadental.org

Our Priorities:

The following represent overarching priorities for resuming preventive, elective and non-urgent
dental procedures requiring PPE:

The ADA recognizes that as of May 1, 2020 the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
recommends postponement of elective procedures, surgeries, and non-urgent dental
visits. As various jurisdictions ease restrictions on provision of non-emergent care the
ADA offers this Return to Work Interim Guidance Toolkit.

1.

Minimize the risk of SARS-COV-2 transmission to patients and dental healthcare
professionals (DHCPs).

2.

Optimize the oral health of Virginians.

3.

Minimize dental emergencies presenting at emergency departments.

4.

Support DHCP in safely resuming activities.

Perform a Hazard Assessment:

The purpose of a hazard assessment, as recommended by OSHA, is to assess and mitigate risk
of SARS-COV-2 transmission to employees. We recommend performing a hazard assessment
by following the steps listed in the ADA Hazard Assessment. It is also recommended to add
documentation to your Office OSHA Manual based on the action items listed in the ADA’s Hazard
Assessment. Part of the documentation which may be added includes the interim guidelines your
office has adopted when going back to work in the face of COVID-19. Consider updating this
document periodically as the risk for SARS-COV-2 transmission is ever-changing and may be
unique based on your location.

For COVID-19 resources from the ADA,
visit the ADA Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Center for Dentists at ADA.org/virus.

Screening:

The purpose of pre-screening a patient is to ascertain if (s)he poses a potential risk for SARSCOV-2 transmission. Keep in mind, all DHCP will likely come in contact with an asymptomatic
COVID-19 positive patient despite screening efforts. For that reason, all DHCP personnel should be
wearing masks at all times.

© American Dental Association 2020. All rights reserved.
This document may not be altered or excerpted without the express written permission of the ADA.

“The good news is that
dentistry has been faced
with challenges and
adversity for generations
and continues to rebound
every time.”

Last Updated: 6/9/2020

1.

Patient Advisory and Acknowledgment Form: Have the patient complete the Patient
Advisory and Acknowledgment at home or online and keep a copy in the dental record (may
also be done verbally over phone prior to visit). Answering yes to any question is not an
indication for denial of treatment but does indicate further discussion with the doctor
to weigh the risk versus benefit of elective treatment. As per the CDC, healthcare
workers (including front line medical and dental health care providers) who treat
COVID-19 positive patients while donned with appropriate PPE are considered low
risk for transmission and should NOT be denied dental treatment unless they exhibit
other signs or symptoms of the virus.

2.

If the patient reports that they are SARS-COV-2 positive, it would be best to delay
treatment until the patient tests negative. If treatment cannot wait, then develop a plan

1
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One area the ADA task force did not
directly address in its toolkit was the
modification of dental offices relative to
airflow issues. The science necessary to
validate potentially costly facility upgrades
is currently not available. ADA members
are fortunate to have Dr. Paul Supan
serve on ASHRAE (American Society of
Heating Refrigeration Air Conditioning
Engineers) and he has been able to voice
the concerns of dentistry while being a
member of that group. For those of you
not familiar with this organization, it is
composed of mechanical engineers and
other highly educated individuals who are

>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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well versed in facility management issues.
The CDC looks to ASHRAE for guidance
in this air flow / air purification arena.
I have asked Dr. Supan to get some
feedback from ASHRAE and bring this
information to the ADA Dental Practice
Recovery task force as soon as possible
to be included in future toolkit updates.
The slow and deliberate release of future
updates is predicated on availability of
new information that has a solid scientific
foundation.
When you get a chance, please thank Dr.
Vince Dougherty and the members of the
task force he chaired for their VDA Back
to Work toolkit. The product they delivered
for VDA members was the result of many
meetings and thoughtful consideration
of the COVID related impact on our
practices. Thanks also to Dr. Elizabeth
Reynolds for the appointment of such a
dedicated task force group!
The ADAPT (ADA Practice Transitions)
project continues to move forward and

I hope all is well with each of you and
your families. Keep a positive frame of
mind and look to the future as we quickly
get back to delivering the dental care
the people of Virginia are accustomed to
receiving!

is gaining momentum. There is a big
push to go national with this service at an
accelerated pace and recent activity seems
to justify this expansion. While the COVID
crisis has had a negative impact on most
segments of our profession, the ADAPT
management team is optimistic about
future practice transition opportunities. HPI
data shows that employee dentists that
have been laid off are slow to be rehired.
These incoming dentists may be looking for
other employment options and this could
be a recipe for some ramped-up transition
activity.
Another major project currently underway
at the ADA involves the transformation of
the association into a fully capable digital
entity. In addition to an evolving digital
member experience, the transformation
encompasses how we operate and do
business. Members will be able to update
communication preferences and perform
other functions directly from an ADA app.
This app is almost ready for release and
will represent a significant member benefit.

Have You Been
Rethinking Your Plans?
Every so often we need to stop and
re-evaluate our plans and rethink our future.
Maybe for you that time is now?
And that is where the Transition Sales Consultants at Henry Schein
Professional Practice Transitions can be of greatest value. We can help
you identify your options and select the best one for your situation.
Our Consultants are experts in the dental business, with the tools
and connections to help you achieve your goals, whatever they may be.
A consultation is complimentary and always confidential. So give us
a call at 1-866-335-2947 so that you can start to plan your future.

www.henryscheinppt.com

1-866-335-2947

■

PRACTICE SALES

■

BROKERAGE

PRACTICE VALUATIONS
■ TRANSITION PLANNING ■ ASSOCIATESHIPS
■

©2020 Henry Schein, Inc.
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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

ADVERSE OUTCOMES
Dr. Richard F. Roadcap

America has a drug problem. According
to the Centers for Disease Control,
adverse outcomes of these prescribed
drugs cause nearly 48,000 deaths
per year in the US.1 Dentists write
over 10% of these prescriptions, and
although physician scripts appear to be
declining, dental prescribing increased
over 60% from 1996 to 2013.2 The CDC
estimates that almost one third of these
prescriptions, both medical and dental,
were unnecessary.3
Is it time for another stem-winder on
the subject of opioids? Dentists have
been chastened for the overprescribing
of controlled substance pain relievers,
and dental prescriptions have declined
precipitously. A mandate for e-prescribing
of narcotic pain relievers became
effective July 1.
America’s antimicrobial resistance to
drugs problem stems from the evolution
of drug-resistant microorganisms
resulting from the use and misuse
of antibiotics. The CDC reported in
2019 that 35,000 Americans died
from antibiotic resistant bacterial
infections, and another 13,000 died
from infections caused by Clostridioides
difficile, which results most always
from the administration of antibiotics.
By comparison, in 2018 there were
over 68,000 deaths due to overdose of
opioid drugs.4 The majority of cases of
pseudomembranous colitis are caused
by C. difficile. Two thirds of dental
antibiotic prescriptions are written
for amoxicillin, fortunately ranked as
least-likely to result in an adverse drug
reaction.5 However, clindamycin, which
is often used by dentists for penicillinallergic patients, was rated as most likely
to cause both fatal and non-fatal adverse
reactions among drugs commonly
prescribed.6

Antibiotic resistance results primarily
from two sources: prescriptions written
by healthcare providers, and antibiotics
given to animals as a food additive,
and to treat disease in animals. In the
US, agriculture (to include fish farming)
consumes about 80% of all antibiotics.7
Resistant species from both sources
are prevalent in the environment and
complicate the effectiveness of current
medications.
Let’s look at the so-called “unnecessary”
prescriptions written for antibiotics.
Which one of us hasn’t succumbed to the
following temptations?
• You complete a procedure and
expect no complications, but there’s
a long weekend ahead, and you
really don’t want an emergency
phone call
• A patient prepares to leave for a
vacation, and asks for a prescription
“just in case” that tooth you’ve been
watching acts up
• The guidelines on antibiotic
prophylaxis don’t call for a
prescription but the patient’s
physician hasn’t responded to your
requests for guidance
• After 48 hours your patient doesn’t
appear to improve while taking the
first drug prescribed, so you write
a second prescription for a “broad
spectrum” antibiotic, all the while not
knowing the causative organism
I could go on. Each one of us has caved
in to a patient’s repeated requests for an
antibiotic prescription that we knew wasn’t
justified, but expediency often supersedes
principle.
Adverse drug reactions (ADR) are not
only a problem for physicians. A study
of C. difficile cases that occurred in

Minnesota from 2009-2015 found 15%
were related to dental prescriptions.8
The authors found also that a third of
patients did not tell their MD about dental
prescriptions, over one-third of dentists
surveyed in Minnesota prescribed
antibiotics in situations not called for in
ADA guidelines, and dentists were often
not aware that patients developed C.
diff-related diarrhea and sought medical
care. Among their conclusions: “Better
communication is needed between
patients, dentists, and medical providers.”
I share the frustration many of us
encounter when trying to adhere to
guidelines for antibiotic prophylaxis.
The American Heart Association
guidelines seem clear: premedicate
only for patients with a prosthetic heart
valve, or a history of endocarditis.
However, the recommendations on
prophylaxis for patients with prosthetic
joint replacements (PJR) and their
interpretations can lead us to despair.
In 2015 the ADA published guidelines
for patients with PJRs and stated “…
in general, for patients with prosthetic
joint implants, prophylactic antibiotics
are not recommended…”9 Yet, many
orthopedic surgeons adhere to outdated
regimens and demand their patients
be premedicated. It’s not uncommon
for doctors within the same practice
to have varying recommendations on
prescribing antibiotics, from none at all,
to premedication for a lifetime. Don’t be
afraid to challenge physicians. It’s our job
to educate them about the guidelines and
the nature of our procedures.
In this era of “social distancing” we
need to add the following to our lexicon:
antibiotic stewardship. There’s an
excellent video available online, narrated
by VDA member Dr. John Tullner,
which offers CE credit. This 45-minute

>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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tutorial, http://www.icd.org/antibioticsvideo/, outlines the problem, documents
dentistry’s role, and asks each of us to put
aside obsolete practices and place the
patients’ well-being at the center of our
clinical judgment. The video, produced by
the International College of Dentists, is
available at no charge to all dentists.
Let’s change our ways of thinking to
bring America’s other drug problem
under control.
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Practices For Sale
Since 1968

We are pleased to announce...
Adam S. Foleck, D.M.D.
has acquired the practice of

Robert A. Dreelin, D.D.S.
Hampton, Virginia

Hisham M. Barakat, D.D.S.
has acquired the practice of

Ashley S. Nguyen, D.D.S.
Alexandria, Virginia

We are pleased to have assisted
in these transitions.

Excellent Opportunity in Norfolk
This 2,040 sq. ft. practice is located in a stand-alone professional building with plenty of parking
and great road-side visibility. The office has 6 ops, digital X-rays, and utilizes Dentrix. The practice
has an abundant patient base of over 6,600 patients and averages 59 new patients a month. The
majority of patients are PPO with some Medicaid. Real estate is also available.
Opportunity ID: VA-5987
Grossing Over $1.3M in Alexandria
This opportunity is in a great location of Old Town Alexandria, which is nationally recognized for
its rich history and beautifully preserved architecture. The 2,500 sq. ft. office is located in a freestanding building with excellent road-side visibility. This 4-op office has digital X-ray, Pan, and
utilizes Dentrix software. The practice has approximately 1,400 active patients who are all FFS. If
you are ready to practice in a town filled with old world charm, call AFTCO today!
Opportunity ID: VA-5960
Fantastic Opportunity South of Richmond
This is a well-established general practice that is located south of Richmond. The office is in a
multi-tenant professional building with 4 equipped ops and an additional op that is plumbed.
The office is digital and utilizes SoftDent software. The practice is currently open 4 days a week,
and it is grossing over $400K. The seller is relocating to another area, so he is motivated to sell.
Opportunity ID: VA-5957
Just Listed - South of Roanoke Practice
This practice opportunity is located in a free-standing professional building right off of the I-81
corridor. The practice is digital and has Eaglesoft software. It is 100% FFS with 1,875 patients and
averages 25 new patients a month. This opportunity has tremendous growth potential with low
overhead. There is also room for expansion and the possibility of a real estate purchase. Seller is
very motivated to sell. Opportunity ID: VA-5917
Go to our website or call to request information on other available practice opportunities!

800.232.3826
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Practice Sales & Purchases Over $3.2 Billion

www.AFTCO.net

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

MOVING FORWARD
UNCOMFORTABLY:

THE EFFECTS OF COVID-19 AND RACISM IN AMERICA
D. Omar Watson, DDS, MD, FACS

The history of our country, the United
States of America, so far, is not a long
duration relative to world history. Although
this is true, the U.S.A. has powerfully and
uniquely helped to shape the world as we
know it today. Our ingenuity, commerce,
and ideals have put us on the forefront
as leaders of the free world - a model
of infinite possibilities towards progress.
The current coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic - severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)
- affects the entire world in ways that
everyday people, businesses, health
care systems, and governments have
required a pause and reassessment of
core practices and beliefs in order to
survive, learn, and progress through
the disarray. It has exposed privileges
we take for granted. The impact of this
virus is felt profoundly while penetrating
with ease into any proverbial bubble we
have used to compartmentalize aspects
of our lives. There is no doubt that the
pandemic crisis has stressfully impacted
health professionals, with consideration of
how to protect against affliction from the
virus and of potential financial losses. It is
uncomfortable, to say the least.

“The ultimate measure of
a man is not where he
stands in moments of
comfort and convenience,
but where he stands at
times of challenge and
controversy.”
— Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

In the first month of the COVID-19
pandemic lockdown, many in our
profession were overwhelmed. As
numbers of people infected with the
coronavirus soared and deaths rose
precipitously, dental (and medical) offices
were shut down. We, who remained
open for emergencies only, were
strapped with deciphering conflicting
information regarding the virus and
managing our practices when protocols
seemed to change week to week. Some
practices are currently just restarting
from the “pause.” Our budgets at
home were reassessed and truncated.
Many practices and other businesses
furloughed employees, rehired, and
in some cases, understand that some
do not wish to return. There has been
slow progress with personal protective
equipment (PPE) and centralized effort
towards mitigating the crisis. The pause
has forced us to slow down, to listen,
and to critically think in order to lead
and understand how to progress. In
talking with some of my colleagues,
this experience has also promoted a
conscious reassessment of the trust in the
overall leadership of this country and the

dissemination of responsible and effectual
information to citizens for the nation to
progress. It is uncomfortable.
The pandemic has been a disruptive
force for several months in our country
and in the world and its momentum has
altered the world’s pendulum. We all
have to consolidate and unify to survive.
Now, the murder of George Floyd at the
volition of police officers has served as an
impetus - creating a “cyclone” movement.
No one who watches the video can deny
how chilling and disgraceful it is - it is
hard to watch. For some, this act and the
protests are just another layer of being
“uncomfortable”; however, for me, as a
Black man, it represents the systemic
problem with how Black people are seen.
There is sadness, grief, disappointment,
and anger. Even though we all try to go
on with “business as usual” - at some
point - we realize it is not possible. Again,
the proverbial bubble is exposed to the
“outside” world. If your head was in the
sand, it is fully exposed and aware of the
elements now. Your patients are suffering;
your staff is suffering; your colleagues are
suffering; your friends are suffering; your

>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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neighbors are suffering; our country is
suffering. To heal we have been forced
to pause, critically think, and act to
preserve ourselves. It is uncomfortable...
but I have hope.
We build our lives and practices to grow
and prosper. We teach our children
axioms of what is right and what is wrong.
We do all this, so we may pass on a
favorable legacy to the next generation.
History proves that racism and injustices
have been weaved into the systems of our
society since its inception; nevertheless
we have made progress when we have
been forced to see ourselves. It is always
uncomfortable. As great as our ancestors
were, I surmise that they did not have
the capacity to imagine how generations
would handle their legacy - they hope that
it would be in a way that is progressive better than they. Together, our forefathers
built this country on foundations of truth.
We have seen with our own eyes what
is right and what is wrong in what has
become the “martyrdom” of George
Floyd. It is uncomfortable to witness the
protests and rioting in all 50 states and

across the world. Eyes are now open
to the injustices, though this issue of
Black people “mattering,” has been one
of humanity, since 1492. It is evident,
indeed, that Black Lives Matter: Breonna
Taylor, Walter Scott, Philando Castile,
Sandra Bland, Ahmaud Arbery, Tamir
Rice, Trayvon Martin, and the list goes
on too long.

complete circumstances behind why we
are here, and then change. We have a
civic duty and must have the courage to
correct injustices, so we may progress
as a country and evolve spiritually as a
people. It is uncomfortable, but I have
hope...Do you?

As citizens, we should pass on a positive
legacy to the generations on the right side
of history. There is no privilege in God’s
eyes. Do not be ensnared by America’s
“original sin” but let us act to correct
injustices for the sake of righteousness
and preservation. Paraphrasing the
Bible - James 2:17: “Faith without works
is dead”; in the same way, talk without
deeds is meaningless...and frankly
irresponsible! It is true, if you do not learn
from history, you will be condemned to
repeat it. At this point, silence on the issue
is complicit to the injustice. Check on your
African American colleagues, friends,
and neighbors. We are not okay. Our
country is not okay. It is your responsibility
to enlighten yourself to the true and

THE VALUE OF A CURE
Marvin E. Pizer, DDS, MS, MA, FICD with K.E. Danty*
I. MIXED EMOTIONS

After practicing for 40 years of oral
and maxillofacial surgery (OMS) which
includes dentoalveolar surgery, exodontia,
facial injuries, benign tumors, cysts,
biopsies and a few malignant tumors,
this is what I refer to as general OMS.
Somehow, I wanted more challenge, so
I decided to limit my practice to surgical
oncology of the OMS specialty, and for
the next 20 years I did only surgical
oncology.
The reason for writing this article was
my own debate with my colleagues,
fellow OMSs in dental and medical
schools, about the charging of fees for
our determined life-preserving services.
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My dear immediate family always agreed
with me, as did my own inner feelings
over the years.
There was never any question about
my services to community and Virginia’s
state-sponsored events. As with all my
colleagues, there was never any fee
involved. My “select” private patients with
malignant neoplasm that I treated were
seldom sent bills for services rendered.
A few patients felt angry that the referring
doctor should not have billed them
because they had a malignant disease!
The doctor felt they were in the right.
This required an explanation on my part.
First and foremost, if the patient had
insurance, the insurance company did

receive our statement for professional
services rendered. With “select” patients
at the lowest of very low income bracket,
without insurance, and with large families
often with many children to support, I did
not bill.
I used the team approach for the
malignant treatment by having my
patients consult with a radiation oncologist
and a medical oncologist before any
treatment was instituted. Whether these
doctors charged my patients, I never
asked or knew. I should have asked, but
I did not at any time realize that I could
cause discomfort to some colleagues
by not sending a statement for services
rendered. As curious as I am, I asked
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some of my closest colleagues why they
were upset with my billing procedures.
Some, but only a few referring dentists
and physicians, stated that essentially,
they found the cancer and referred it
for “care.” They felt this was a great
service and that they were entitled to
be reimbursed for perhaps saving the
patient’s life. They were right.

II. REFECTIONS

My oncology practice grew because our
team approach was above average in
results. I did not change my financial
approach. Among my personal friends
is a bright counseling psychologist who
has tried to understand who I am and
why few financial statements to my
oncology patients were sent. Some of our
reflections and philosophical musing are
worth mentioning:
• I may have reasoned that I had
excellent fees from my forty years of
practice compounded by excellent
investment strategies.
• I may have felt like I had not given
enough charity to religious and civic
organizations and was trying to
redeem myself through the giving
of services to the economically
disadvantaged.
• Perhaps I also had the hope of
growing my practice, but then there
was also the hope that other patients
with suspicious lesions, with limited
means, would seek vitally necessary
healthcare without the terror of the
economic concerns. Because of our
successful team approach, this might
also build our practice because of our
higher success rates.
• I enjoyed the team approach by not
having to be the only doctor making
decisions for the oncology patient.
• The satisfaction of being part of a
team, alternating the post-operative
care or whatever modality utilized, for
the lifetime of our patient.

III. A BIT OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL
There is a market value to the work we
do, but there are also deeper intrinsic
values, call them humanistic, spiritual
or religious. For the record I am an
observant Jewish person and my faith
has always been present in some form in

my work life, whether in finding a moment
of comfort before making a major life
affecting surgical decision, or yes, in
deciding the billing.
Our lives are the most at peace when
our decisions are in sync with our
ethical or spiritual selves. Beyond “do
no harm” we may feel a deeper call to
ameliorate human suffering where we
can. Of course, we have a responsibility
to provide for ourselves and families. But
we may find ourselves in a balancing act
between government-controlled medicine
on one hand, and a callous antisocial
form of medicine on the other, where the
dispensing of life or health is based on
economic eligibility alone.
We enter our profession for many
personal reasons, and some of the
rationale may alter as we progress
through our careers. There are those of
us who may experience some level of
practicing dentistry or medicine as being
a kind of “calling.” Sometimes we discover
this slowly through our experiences, or
through the gifted insights of mentors
along the way. Sometimes we may see
the meaning of our life’s path through a
kind of hindsight.

In retrospect, the patients who received
no financial billing statements from our
office, was to a degree a mistake. It
likely would have been better to have
had a policy of giving them a bill at a
much-reduced fee with a note stating
payment would be expected when it was
convenient for the patient or their family.
This may be related to the preservation
of the patient’s dignity through paying
something affordable toward their care.
But healing those both critically ill as
well as in extreme economic need, may
also be a deeper part of who we are, or
profess to be. This wrestling with fees
may sometimes also occur in the face of
one’s own economic challenges. Perhaps
this is also part of taking medical or dental
practice as one’s profession. Sometimes
we just do not have the heart to charge.
*Kenneth E. Danty is counselor/therapist
who has worked with people recovering from
addictions and mental illness. On his journey,
he also lived and worked with mentally
handicapped adults in a number of communitybased residential programs.
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ORAL HEALTH IN VIRGINIA
UPDATES DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Sarah Bedard Holland; CEO, Virginia Health Catalyst

It is hard to keep track of all the policy
changes that have occurred as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic. I highlight two
below that may have gotten lost in the
shuffle, but that may have implications on
both private practice and safety net dental
clinics.

Teledentistry As a Tool for
Patient Outreach

Throughout Virginia, clinics are offering
virtual patient visits to assess, triage,
and maintain connections with patients
who are at home. These interactions
can reduce emergency room visits for
dental issues, ensure patient time in the
dental office is as efficient as possible,
and reinforce the importance of good oral
hygiene behavior.
If you are interested in implementing
a teledentistry program in your office,
you can check out our Teledentistry
Implementation Guide (https://
vahealthcatalyst.org/wp-content/
uploads/2020/04/Crisis-TeledentistryImplementation-Guide.pdf), which
includes Virginia-specific guidelines
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and was developed in consultation with
state and national clinical experts. You
can find it, and additional resources,
here on our COVID-19 resource page
(https://vahealthcatalyst.org/covid-19resources/).

Adult Dental Benefit in Medicaid
Moved to Unalloted Funds

In the last issue of the Journal,
we celebrated the addition of a
comprehensive dental benefit in the
state’s Medicaid program. A benefit
that would ensure that dentists receive
reimbursement for treating hundreds of
thousands of low-income adults, many
with complex co-morbidities. In the wake
of the economic fall-out as a result of
COVID-19, all new funding was unalloted
from the Virginia budget. This does
not mean the benefit is canceled. The
Governor intends to re-visit the benefit,
and additional budget items, in a special
legislative session in late summer or
early fall. The unallotment does not mean
coverage will not begin as planned on
January 1.

Ironically, the financial turmoil wrought by
COVID makes a Medicaid adult dental
benefit more important now than ever.
Medicaid saw 30,000 new enrollees in
March and April, a number that is likely
to climb higher given the significant
unemployment. A dental benefit is vital
to ensure you can continue to see your
patients even if their insurance status
has changed; it is equally vital to ensure
Virginians have an opportunity to maintain
good oral health and improve chronic
disease outcomes.
If you haven’t already, I hope you will
sign up for the Catalyst newsletter, along
with resources like the teledentistry
implementation guide our email list
receives policy updates and news on
upcoming trainings and resources.
I am grateful for everyone who is working
so hard to navigate this new normal so
that everyone in the Commonwealth has
access to oral health care!

FROM THE EXPERT

FINDING SOLUTIONS FOR UNEXPECTED
COSTS RELATED TO COVID-19
Tom Bridenstine, VDA Dental Benefits Expert (DBE)

We have heard from members regarding
the many new challenges in practices
due to the pandemic. In this article, I will
provide information on current issues
involving dental insurance companies that
may have financial implications for your
practice.
First, Delta Dental established a Practice
Relief Fund (PRF) and funded a grant
to Delta Dental of Virginia. According to
information provided by Delta Dental, the
funds were used to provide payments up
to $7,500 distributed by TIN (Taxpayer
Identification Number). The PRF accepted
applications for funding this past spring
and it is not clear whether or not another
similar grant will be offered. We will
monitor any further developments and
advise VDA members if there is another
opportunity to apply.
In another new program, Delta Dental
established a Provider Assistance
Program (PAP) to provide financial
assistance to practices due to
requirements necessitated by COVID-19.
One of the goals of the PAP payments is
to help providers pay for the extra cost
of Personal Protection Equipment (PPE).
Payments will be calculated on the claim
volume for January and February and
be made to participating dentists per
location, rather than individually. Delta
Dental of Virginia states the funds will
be a one-time payment via a check.
According to the insurer, they planned to
disperse payments in June.
Some other insurers have indicated
that they are providing similar payments
to help providers contend with the
unexpected expense of PPE and, in some
cases, a provider may be able to submit
a claim for reimbursement to an insurer
for PPE. For insurers with which your
practice participates, it could be helpful
to review your provider contract and

related documents along with applicable
provider bulletins that have been issued
to determine how you may be able to
submit a claim for PPE. Depending on
the insurer and circumstances, you may
not be able to charge a patient for the
extra cost of providing PPE if you are a
participating provider with that specific
insurer. If, however, you do not participate
with a patient’s insurer, you may be able
to bill the patient.

of a specific insurer, you may be able to
obtain help through the insurer’s provider
relations department. You may also check
the VDA’s website for updated information
and please feel free to contact me with
any questions or issues by submitting
your inquiry at vdaexpert.com.

The ADA has published information on
the subject of potential reimbursements
for PPE, which is available through
the VDA COVID-19 HUB at https://
www.vadental.org/covid-19-hub/hubinsurance/2020/05/13/covi-19-codingand-billing-interim-guidance-ppe.
It is important to recognize that funding
and potential claims for the added
expense of providing PPE is evolving.
If you have a question about the policy
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TECHNICAL
COMPLICATIONS
IN IMPLANT
RESTORATIONS

PART 1:
SCREW LOOSENING

Sorin Uram-Tuculescu, DDS, MS, PhD

ABSTRACT

Most technical complications of implant
restorations are expected to be managed
by the restorative dentist.
The relative overload of the bone-implantrestoration assembly is largely responsible
for such occurrences, and efforts to
identify causes and prevent future failure
are recommended as opposed to “just
fixing the issue.”
All implant restorations are essentially
screw-retained, and screw loosening is
the most common technical complication.
Screw mechanics and preload are
discussed, along with proper ways to
torque screws in implant dentistry.
Measures for management and prevention
of screw loosening are also emphasized.
Key words: technical complication, screw
loosening, preload, torque.
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The use of dental implants in the U.S.
continues to grow at an average pace of
14% per year, with projections ranging
from 5.7% to 23% prevalence by 2026.1
The global dental implants market hit 4.38
billion in 2018 and is expected to almost
double by 2026, with the fastest growth in
the Asia Pacific region.2
Implant fixtures and super-structures
undergo constant development in terms of
materials and techniques. Such complex
restorations also require commensurate
post-delivery care. It was estimated
that the cost of follow-up care and
maintenance can amount up to 29% of
total cost of treatment.3
While treatment of biological
complications may require the expertise
of a specifically trained general dentist
or a periodontist/oral surgeon,
management of technical (mechanical)
complications is largely within the reach
of the restorative dentist.
Technical complications can range from
interproximal contact loss, to retention
loss, and even component fracture/
separation (implant, screw, abutment,
meso-structure, veneering material). It is
desirable that the restorative dentist has
knowledge on how such complications
occur, what to do to address them, and
how to minimize the risk of such events in
the future. Mechanical complications are
linked to either biological factors related to
the difference between natural teeth and
implants, or to relative overload.
The dynamics of tooth movement and
delayed jaw growth while implants remain
basically immobile in the bone, may
cause an implant restoration properly
contacting natural teeth on mesial, to
progressively lose that proximal contact
over time. Such a complication appears
to be quite common, with reported
incidence of 17-29%,4 and even 3466%.5 Clearly, restoration optimization or
replacement will solve the problem until
tooth movement/jaw growth re-created
the open contact.
The relative overload of the boneimplant-restoration assembly is largely
responsible for the majority of technical

complications, either due to unfavorable
implant size/placement, questionable
design of implant/components and/or
superstructure, excessive functional/
parafunctional stress or combinations
of the above. For example, a poor
placement/design is more likely to trigger
restorative failure, even under normal
loads. Also adequate placement/design
can favor failure, if overload is present,
while the combination of poor placement/
design and overload presents with an
even higher risk.

“Mechanically speaking,
the loosening of a screw
is an expression of
loss of preload in the
components constituting
the assemblage.”

In terms of restoration design, it was
suggested that cantilevers larger than 15
mm in full arch restorations would pose
a greater mechanical risk.6 Presence of
bruxism appears to be well documented
as a risk factor.7, 8, 9, 10 Male gender will
carry a higher risk factor than female
counterpart.11 While the literature on
occlusion is rich, we currently lack
compelling evidence to link one specific
occlusion scheme to complications of
implant restorations. In that regard, simply
applying measures to avoid implant
restoration overload remains good advice.
The present article aims to briefly review
the morphology of implant-restoration
assemblage, then discuss the role of
connection design and applied screw
torque on screw loosening. Practical
considerations on proper tightening
methods and lubrication are also
mentioned. Finally, measures for
prevention and management of screw
loosening are also presented.

Small parts, important function

Modern implant restorations employ
abutments as the proximal components
to connect restorations to fixtures’
platforms. Regardless of their role in the
final restoration and the method of union
with the superstructures, such abutments
are retained by abutment screws, which
suggests that, essentially, all implant
restorations are screw retained.
However, in common parlance, a
screw-retained restoration is generally
understood as a tooth replacement device
that is designed in such a way that can
be easily retrieved by simply unscrewing
the restoration either at the implant level,
or at the level of a meso-structure. In
this context, we understand by mesostructure any type of intermediate implant
restorative component that i) attaches
directly to the implant(s), and ii) provides
support, retention and stability to a
prosthesis. Such meso-structures are
generally designed to function within
retrievable systems, using screws, friction,
or a variety of interlocking mechanisms
and magnetic memory. Examples may
include: multi-unit abutments for hybrid
prostheses, implant connecting bars,
telescoping custom abutments.
A retrievable restoration offers
conditional access for professional
hygiene procedures, treatment of
biological complications, repairs and reoptimizations.
Screw-retained restorations are lately
preferred by a growing number of
practitioners, also due to the avoidance of
intra-oral cementation in most cases, with
the benefit of not dealing with painstaking
residual cement removal. However, screw
retained restorations in general tend to
have more technical complications than
their cemented counterparts.12, 13, 14
Screw loosening is the most common
technical complication,12, 15 with a wide
range, from 2% to as high as 45%. 13, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24
It does occur especially in
single unit restorations,18, 25 affecting, on
average 7% of posterior teeth.26
Besides being an inconvenience, the
screw loosening is particularly important,

>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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Figure 1: The crowns placed on implants #19 and #30 became loose a short time after insertion
(weeks). The examination of records revealed that for #19, at the impression making appointment a
Zimmer 3.5 mm impression coping was inserted into a Nobel Active conical connection RP implant.
Please note the poor adaptation of the hex of the coping into the internal hex of the implant (a),
and the intimate contact between the two complementary parts when the proper Nobel impression
coping was used later to re-impress (b) for a new crown. A similar situation occurred for #30, with
Biohorizons 3.5 mm impression coping resting on Nobel implant (c), versus the correct part (d).
Ineffective communication between surgeon and restorative dentist was suspected, along with the
failure to confirm proper implant brand, type and size by the restorative dentist.

Figure 2: Screw-retained multiunit restoration with only one abutment engaging into the implant
platform, at frameworks try in (a), and before delivery (b). The area expected to receive the most
load (first molar site) was chosen to have an engaging connection.

as (if left unaddressed) can set the
stage for component deformation and/
or fracture. It is helpful to place this
relatively simple complication in the
larger perspective of the bone-implantrestoration assembly in order to better
understand possible causes and fine
tune further management. In other
words, simply re-tightening a loose
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screw may not address the cause,
as it could be more related to off-axis
implant placement, poor platform design,
a restoration geometry that facilitates
increased loads, or uncontrolled
parafunction.
Mechanically speaking, the loosening
of a screw is an expression of loss of

preload in the components constituting
the assemblage. The preload is a function
of the following factors: amount of torque
applied, speed of tightening, modulus
of elasticity of components, coefficient
of friction, and components’ design and
fitness.27, 28, 29, 30

Connection design and fit

Internal connection is almost the
standard in implant design nowadays, as
it is believed to be superior to external
connection.31 The more traditional
external connection largely employs a
butt joint type, with most of the load being
taken by the screw,32 while an internal
connection would distribute some of the
load inside the implant. The presence
of Morse taper is an added benefit,33,
34
as it further generates a mechanical
advantage by the addition of friction
between the corresponding tapering
surfaces of implant and abutment.
However, no difference in implant survival
and complication rates was found by
Lemos et al.35
It is expected that the best fit on a given
implant system/connection is achieved
with original components. Literature
appears to support that assumption,
finding more screw loosening with
poor component fit,36 probably due to
difference in tight surface contact.37
Combining different brands of implants
and abutments was found at least
acceptable in certain conditions,
within restricted brand groups - Biofit
(Castemaggiore, Italy), Bioner S.A.
(Barcelona, Spain), 3i Biomet (Palm
Beach, U.S.A.), BTI (Alava, Spain) and
Nobel Biocare Services A.G. (Kloten,
Switzerland).38 Unintended cross brand
component assemblage, as improbable
as it appears, does happen, either due to
poor communication between restorative
dentist and surgeon, or simply by accident
(Figure 1). Although hardly anticipated,
component mismatch can seriously affect
fit at the implant-abutment interface with
further reduction in preload, and technical
complications.
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While splinting was found to reduce
loss of retention,39, 40, 41 no difference
in prosthetic complications was found
by de Souza Batista.42 It is worth
noting that, in a screw-retained multiunit restoration that is retrievable at
the implant level, a maximum of one
abutment can be engaging the respective
implant (assuming there are no perfectly
parallel implants), the rest will be
non-engaging which may affect the
stability of implant-abutment connection
(Figure 2). The relevance of such a
connection mix in practice is yet to be
determined, especially in smaller multiunit restorations, where fewer than 4
implants are used, with lesser spread, as
compared to full arch screw-restorations.

Figure 3: Screw-retained restoration with angulated screw channel (ASC, Nobel Biocare Services
AG). The restoration comes in four distinct components: All ceramic crown and pontic cemented
(benchtop) on custom zirconia abutment, titanium insert with anti-rotational feature to engage zirconia
abutment on one side, and implant hex on the other side, and special abutment screw (a, b). After
shade customization (c), the restoration is torqued with the driver inserted at an angle of up to 25
degrees in order to avoid having a screw access opening on the facial surface of restoration (d).

In terms of load angle, it was shown that
angled abutments generate stress in a
more adverse way on implant-abutment
joint.43, 44 On the same line, it was
determined that implants with angulated
platform resist screw loosening better
than fixtures with straight platforms in
angulated abutment scenarios.45
In an effort to accommodate less
favorable implant positions, a number
of companies developed systems that
allow the driver to access the screw at
an angle, in order to keep the screw
access orifice away from facial/buccal
surfaces - ASC (Nobel Biocare Services
AG, figure 3), Prism (Preat Corp.),
Precision (Biohorizons Implant Systems
Inc.). Such approaches appear to offer
comparable removal torque and strength,
as compared to conventional in-axis
tightening.46
The possible alteration of the seating
surfaces of UCLA type abutments (due
to thermal stress, overzealous finishing/
polishing) was suspected to be in part
responsible for technical complications.
The use of Ti-base abutments not
only come with reduced cost, but
also may have the advantage of the
original factory fit, unaffected by further
processing. Another way to avoid UCLA
type abutments is the “screwmentable”

technique, that provides a screw retained
restoration using a prefabricated
abutment on which a fixed restoration is
cemented (Figure 4).

Torque

The preload is also a function of the
tensile force in the screw axis, which
generates the clamping force of the
components (Figure 5). The screw
elongation is expected to have a lesser
value than the yield strength of the
material, with an optimal preload of 6075% of yield strength.47, 48, 49
The efficiency of the system is generally
less than 10%,50 and at the end, the
effective preload is a poor measure of the

applied torque.51
Moreover, the preload is reduced by
settling effect, as components’ microroughness flattens.48, 52, 53, 54, 55 Such a
reduction in preload is said to range from
2-10%56 to 25%.29 The loss of preload
occurs early after the torque is applied,
with a 29.5% reduction during the first 2
seconds, while in 10 seconds 40.2% can
be lost.29 Under these circumstances, retorqueing appears to be justified, and is
recommended by some,48, 57 generally at
10 min after initial torqueing.52, 58
Indeed, more torque will produce more
preload, but engineering limitations in
implant dentistry restrict the nominal
torque to specific recommendations, and

>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 19
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PRACTICE TRANSITIONS
& A S S O C I AT E P L A C E M E N T

Prac�ces for Sale
Hampton Roads Virginia: This mainly PPO
prac�ce has consistently generated around
$500K per year. Digital x-ray, a digital pan,
and an intraoral scanner. Seller is re�ring.
Falls Church: Four equipped operatories
with two more plumbed. Digital X-Ray and
new digital pan. Current owner has slowed
down but willing to stay on to help with a
transi�on. Real estate for sale as well.
Southern Virginia: Grossing $500K/year. 5
ops, digital x-ray, a digital pan, and uses
Dentrix. It is in a stand alone building oﬀ of
a main, busy road. Real estate available.
Norfolk Area: Grossing $150K on 3 days/
week. Great alterna�ve to a start-up. Seller
re�ring. Would also be a great merger
opportunity as lease is expiring.

Roanoke Area: Grossing $300K/year. 4 ops,
digital x-ray and digital pan. Stand-alone
building with real estate available as well.
1500 sq/� with another 1500 sq/� open in
the basement of the building.
Northern Virginia: Grossing well over
$700K with very high cash ﬂow. The oﬃce is
in a busy shopping center with great visibility and lots of foot traﬃc. Built in 2016, it has
4 spacious ops, all new Pelton & Crane
equipment, digital x-ray, and a digital pan.
Roanoke: Collec�ng $200K per year. 2
equipped ops, 2 more plumbed. Digital
x-ray and Eagleso�. Located in a beau�ful
new condo with great visibility on a main
road. The real estate is available as well.
This seller is mo�vated and ready to re�re.

Fairfax: Consistently grossing $300K/year
with very low overhead. Great merger
opportunity. The selling den�st would like
to stay on for a transi�on.
Roanoke: Turnkey prac�ce available in
stand-alone building with real estate for
sale. 3 ops and has Pelton & Crane and Adec
equipment. This is a perfect opportunity for
someone looking to start up a prac�ce
immediately and without having to invest in
all new equipment.
Oral Surgery Prac�ce in Mid-Sized Town:
3,400 square feet, 3 surgical ops, consult
room, and ample oﬃce/storage space.
Digital x-ray, CBCT scanner, and WinOMS.
Located in a stand-alone building in a busy
part of town. In close proximity to 2 major
hospitals. Real estate for sale.

Complimentary practice appraisals. Complimentary consultations.
800-516-4640 | www.bridgewaytransi�ons.com | info@bridgewaytransi�ons.com
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while an over-engineering approach could
be assumed, the safe way is to follow
manufacturer’s recommendations.
The reduced tightening torque in
prosthetic screws that engage mesostructures (reaching about half the torque
applied to abutment/meso-structure
screws, that engage directly the implants)
further diminishes the preload between
superstructure and meso-structure;
such solutions are generally reserved
for multiunit restorations, where an
increased number of screws is expected
to compensate for the lower individual
preloads. Using angulated screw access
solutions may, in certain situations,
address some of the disadvantages of
meso-structures, and appear to generate
favorable preload.46
Although data exists to support a direct
relationship between tightening speed
and preload,59, 60 likely by reducing the
coefficient of friction,61 the application of
this principle in practice is questionable.
It was established that the repeated
technique of torqueing (approximate
wrench to desired torque value – release
– bring to value again) is more accurate
than the instantaneous (fast) technique.62

How do we tighten?

While some factors such as implant
positioning, restoration design, and load
management are more or less under
the control of the restorative dentist,
simply practicing proper screw tightening
techniques can help reducing the
likelihood of technical complications.
The use of hand drivers was found to
produce a wide range of torque values,63,
64
which are in general lower than the
recommended torque.57 The average
torque produced by hand drivers was on
average 10 Ncm,65 with about 12.9 Ncm
for posterior restorations.66
The use of torque wrenches is advised,
but there are variations in the accuracy of
reaching the desired value among groups
of practitioners. Males appear to perform
better than females,62, 67 accuracy is found

Figure 4: The “screwmentable” technique combines the advantages of low cost prefabricated
abutments with the benefit of not having an intra-oral cementation: a. after try-in, adjustments, and
glazing/polishing, the prefabricated abutment is screwed on the implant replica on master cast, with
a cotton pellet covering the screw head; b. benchtop cementation; c. removal of cement covering
screw access orifice while in plastic stage; d. restoration is left undisturbed during cement setting;
e. removal of cotton pellet from screw access orifice, resulting in a crown that can be screwed in
the implant, as any other screw-retained restoration; f, g, h. a similar technique can be utilized for
implant supported fixed dental prostheses, with the difference that, as only one abutment is actually
going to engage an implant platform, the benchtop cementation will only involve one site; the other
site(s) would benefit from non-engaging UCLA type abutments.

to increase with experience62 and age.68
Posterior implants appear to receive
a more accurate torque than anterior
implants.62
Again, repeated technique is better than
instantaneous method,62 and re-torqueing
is recommended.48, 52, 57, 58
None-the-less periodic recalibration of
torque wrenches should be observed.

Lubrication

There is agreement in the literature on
the inverse relationship between preload
and coefficient of friction.27, 30, 48, 60, 69, 70, 71 In
that regard, by reducing the coefficient of
friction, a higher preload can be achieved.
The coefficient of friction can be reduced
by lubrication,27, 29, 30, 72, 73, 74 by increasing
the rate of tightening,30, 32, 72, 73 by retightening,61, 75 and with multiple screw
insertion cycles.69 Out of these options,

the only practical approaches may include
lubrication and re-tightening.
The probability of reaching the desired
60-75% of yield strength appears to be
0.02% in dry conditions, and 54.5% in
lubricated state,76 which would clearly
advocate for screw lubrication, however,
there is lack of agreement on this topic.
The screw lubrication is advocated by
some,72 by using screw coatings, i.e.
Gold Tite (Zimmer Biomet Holdings Inc.),
TorqTite (Nobel Biocare Services AG) as
dry lubrication.73, 77, 78, 79, 80 Also, a goldplated screw was found to increase the
preload by 24%.81 Local lubrication by
blood/saliva/crevicular fluid, while mostly
unavoidable has an undetermined effect
on preload.
Lubrication of implant screws is
discouraged by others,21, 69, 82 as it was
suggested that reduction of friction
coefficient would increase likelihood of
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Figure 5: The implant (grey) – abutment (green) – screw (yellow) assembly. With all components
in light contact, screw turned in but not torqued, no preload is present (a). The application of torque
further engages the screw deeper in the implant until the desired torque value is reached, at which
point the screw elongation energy maintains an intimate contact between components (red),
generating the preload (b).

Equally important in reducing the
stress on screws is the restoration
design. A lower risk approach would
avoid large would avoid large levers
(vertical restorative space, horizontal
cantilevers), and wide occlusal tables. A
defensive occlusion would also include
light centric contacts, and no excursive
contacts on implant restorations. Patient’s
commitment to using an occlusal guard
is expected, especially in cases of
parafunction and extensive restorations.
The use of original implant components is
strongly recommended in order to achieve
a more predictable assemblage.
Splinting multiple units can also be
considered.
In terms of screw characteristics, coated
screws appear to be more resistant
to loosening, and may be preferred,
whenever possible.
Re-torqueing screws after 5-10 minutes is
also recommended.

screw loosening, and increase component
stress.27
On a more conciliatory note, Bulaqi et al61
found that even if lubrication reduces the
removal torque, resistance to loosening
may remain increased, due to increased
preload.

Prevention and management

Simply choosing a cement-retained
restoration or another type of assemblage
(conometric/telescopes, interlocking
geometry with shape memory alloys –
Smileloc, Rodo Medical Inc.) may reduce
the risk of screw loosening. However, as
abutments are almost exclusively retained
by screws on implants, the risk of screw
loosening, albeit reduced, still exists. In
the case of a cement retained restoration
that comes loose at the implant level
and was not originally fitted with a screw
access orifice, the actual drilling of such
access path (Figure 6) may cause
unnecessary removal of restoration

20

structure, restoration damage, or render
the restoration unacceptable if the access
needs to be drilled on other surfaces but
occlusal/lingual.
If a screw retained restoration is still
desired, ways to reduce the likelihood
of screw loosening address almost all
treatment steps, from planning, design
and actual fabrication, to post-insertion
care and follow-up.
Managing patient’s expectations is
important, in order to support the idea
that any mechanical system is subject
to maintenance, and for example,
retightening of a loose screw could be
part of a follow-up appointment.
Reducing the load on the actual screws
is also to be considered, by striving to
have implants placed in long axes of
teeth, using implants with state-of-the-art
internal connections, that ideally include
Morse taper retention.

Finally, it is desirable that detailed
documentation be kept regarding the
following: implant brand, platform type
and size, abutment type and screw,
torqueing protocol and any other
information that is anticipated to be
useful at a future recall appointment.
It is also recommended not to discard
old implant restorative kits, as they may
become very valuable whenever decades
old restorations need maintenance and
repairs.
While a loose screw may simply appear
as a reversible complication, depending
on the period of time lapsed to emergency
appointment, the implant, screw,
and super-structure are subjected to
unpredicted and unintended loads, which
can contribute to plastic deformation
and weakening of the components.
Under these circumstances, a careful
examination of the implant platform,
the abutment contact interface and the
screw is recommended. While replacing
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an implant on grounds of accelerated
platform wear may sound extreme, a
severely worn abutment interface should
be strongly considered for replacement,
not even mentioning the relatively
inexpensive screw replacement. The
restorative dentist will likely make a caseby-case decision, based on a multitude
of factors, such as: position of implant,
amount of bone loss, type of connection,
restoration design, expected loads.
Screw loosening, once happened, is likely
to happen again after re-tightening with or
without screw replacement. On that line, it
is strongly advised to investigate possible
causes of relative screw overload, among
which occlusion generally occupies a
prominent role, and could be adjusted
at a re-torqueing appointment. Applying
adhesives on screw threads, while
tempting is strongly discouraged, because
it can increase the likelihood for further
complications, like screw locking and
eventually breakage.
Despite the possible inconvenience of
loosening, screw retained restorations
still constitute excellent treatments
for most patients carrying benefits
such as retrievability, and cement-less
assemblage.
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THE FIVE PRINCIPLES OF
HIGHLY ETHICAL DENTISTS
A. Garrett Gouldin, DDS, MS, PC

Staying true to core values is never more
critical than during a crisis. But, when fear
and uncertainty regarding the future of our
business sets in, humans’ bodies naturally
react with a fight-or-flight response. Our
instinct is survival, so we tend to hyperfocus on urgent business decisions, and
forget vitally important office culture ideals
when they matter most. Most dentists
shine in times of high pressure, as they
flex their muscles strengthened by the
daily balancing of a high-stress job with
the commitment of conscientious service
to their patients, team and profession.
The dental community’s response to
the coronavirus pandemic has been no
exception.
As the reopening phase of this health
and economic catastrophe begins, the
American Dental Association’s five
principles of ethics from the Principles
of Ethics and Code of Professional
Conduct (https://bit.ly/2UTtvGY) can
serve members and nonmembers alike
as a rudder to keep the ship on course in
stormy waters.

• Respecting the patient’s rights to
self-determination and confidentiality
is the first principle known as Patient
Autonomy. Now as much as ever,
it is crucial to involve the patient in
treatment decisions, helping them
to accurately weigh their oral health
needs and desires with the systemic
health risks. Also, new technologies
used to examine and diagnose
dental disease will be dependent on
guidance from the Virginia Board of
Dentistry, and must employ security
measures that will withstand scrutiny
from HIPAA.
• Embracing the duty to protect the
patient from harm is the second
principle known as Nonmaleficence.
The six weeks away from practice
allowed much time for education
through reading and webinars,
certain to elevate clinician knowledge
and skill, which will benefit the
patient. However, lost production can
create financial pressure triggering
faulty decision making. Remembering
to acknowledge one’s limitations so

as to refer to a specialist or other
properly trained colleague when
necessary is fundamental to the
“do no harm” principle. Moreover,
properly delegating to auxiliaries
whenever possible to maximize
efficiency and profitability is wise.
Two key pillars created to support
the principle of nonmaleficence in
the “new corona world,” the VDA
Interim Guidelines for Re-Entry into
the Workplace and the ADA Return
to Work Interim Guidance Toolkit,
will serve as requisite roadmaps to
ensure safe progress forward for both
patients and team members in the
coming months.
• Upholding the duty to promote
the welfare of the patient and the
public at large is the third principle
known as Beneficence. “Doing
good” is second nature for dentists,
but never have clinicians been so
wholeheartedly thanked by patients
as during these past six weeks
while providing emergency care.
Also, incumbent to beneficence is
community volunteerism, joining,
participating and following the rules
of professional organizations, and
treating fellow dentists as colleagues
instead of competitors – all especially
important during this period of
societal anxiety due to the virus. This
principle also demands leadership
of the dental office team, maximizing
communication, respect and
collaboration to optimize the quality
of patient care delivered.
• Insisting upon the notion of treating
people fairly is the fourth principle
known as Justice. Central to this
principle is delivering dental care
without prejudice – all patients are
treated equally. Patient screening
protocols for COVID-19 have
been assembled by the VDA, ADA

>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 26
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and CDC, allowing a repeatable,
equitable process that reduces
risk for everyone involved to the
maximum extent. Also embodied
in this principle of justice is the
concept of exercising caution when
making comments about other
clinicians. There is the reasonable
expectation that some patients may
jump practices as a result of the
current crisis. So, focusing on only
truthful, informed and justifiable
comments regarding colleagues and
their work, while steering away from
any disparaging statements, is the
exemplary approach.
• Committing to absolute honesty
in dealing with patients and the
public is the fifth principle known as
Veracity. Patients look to their dental
professionals for trusted advice,
and there will be difficult questions
that arise pertaining to the novel
coronavirus that clinicians simply will
not be able to answer. When faced
with these unknowns, honesty is the
key. Additionally, advertising that is
misleading in any respect, or that
could create a false sense of security
for the patient, stands in contrast
to the essence of the principle of
veracity. Again, honesty is always the
best policy.
These five core ethical principles are
considered best practices for all United
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“Most dentists shine in
times of high pressure,
as they flex their muscles
strengthened by the daily
balancing of a high-stress
job with the commitment
of conscientious service to
their patients, team and
profession.”

States dentists. The leaders of the
American Dental Association and the
Virginia Dental Association have done
yeoman’s work to shepherd practitioners
through this pandemic thus far. With any
luck, and with adherence to these timetested ethical principles, the dentists of
Virginia will emerge better, stronger, and
with a bigger future than ever imagined.
Editor’s Note: This article first appeared
on www.vadental.org.
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DENTAL DETECTIVE SERIES
A PUZZLE FOR THE PANDEMIC
Dr. Zaneta T. Hamlin
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KEEPING YOUR PATIENT BUCKETS
FILLED AFTER COVID-19
Theresa Stenger, Certified Marketing Director

The world of dentistry may seem as
uncertain as ever. But this is not the first
storm the dental profession has had
to weather. Your predecessors faced
world wars, global financial meltdowns,
and pandemics. The good news is that
dentistry provides an essential service,
not only in terms of patients’ oral health,
but also in detecting serious health
conditions. You have a window into your
patient’s overall health. You serve as a
caring provider and trusted voice.
So why do you feel like you need a
paradigm shift regarding how you
grow your practice – post Covid-19?
Your patients obviously already trust
you to provide a safe environment for
them to return to their appointments.
Unfortunately, while trust is a significant
part of how you establish patient loyalty, it
is not all about trust right now. The world
has changed, at least for the near future.
Your patients are not all in the same
situation. You likely have a very wide
spectrum of patients who are facing very
different realities. The challenge is on you
to figure out how this is going to impact
your practice.
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do not underestimate the power of
understanding who makes up your first
bucket.

Keep your first bucket (current
patients) filled to the rim

The last few months have been far from
business as usual. Many patients may still
have concerns about their personal health
and safety, even at their most trusted
health provider’s offices. Communicating
with one email to patients may not
provide the adequate assurance some
need. Others may be completely fine with
returning to the “new normal”. But the
reality is that your “patient bucket” may
not be filling back up as quickly as you
would like.

One way you can start thinking about
future growth is to think about your
patients in terms of buckets: one bucket
is filled with your existing patients and
represents everything you do (knowingly
and unknowingly) to retain them, as well
as the regular referrals they generate.
The second bucket is filled with prospects
you want to convert into new and lifelong
patients. This bucket is attached to a
funnel that constantly needs to be fed
so you have a constant stream of new
patients every month.

As you communicate to patients via email,
on the phone, or on your social pages,
think about conveying messages of
comfort and confidence. When it comes
to social media posts, consider what you
can do to encourage your patients to
call you and let you know how you can
address their unique concerns
Outside of social media and phone calls,
leverage your dental software to enhance
patient communications between your
practice and patients. You’re likely
using your dental software for patient
reminders, but there are tons of features
that most dental offices have yet to
explore. The email feature can help you
stay connected with patients and discover
what’s going on in their lives that may
be preventing them from visiting your
office. Emails also serve as great tools
for converting patients from a “routine
cleaning patient” to one who may be
interested in cosmetic treatments or other
procedures.

Many businesses like to focus only on
the second bucket – getting more new
patients in the chair. But I urge you,

Warning! Sending too many emails can
actually work against you so be up front
about when or how often you plan to

email patients. For example, you can say
“On the first Friday of the month, you’ll
receive our monthly news and updates.”
In your monthly communication, consider
featuring some of the services that you
offer. You may be surprised at how little
people understand about some of your
services. They likely have no idea about
the benefits of porcelain veneers, or how
Invisalign® can transform a smile, or that
an oral appliance might actually help them
with their snoring and sleep apnea. Find
two or three patient success stories to
share, and always try to include before
and after pictures whenever possible. The
right images can sell an idea far better
than words can ever explain. Photographs
are instant communicators.

Fill your second bucket with new
patients

When it comes to attracting new patients,
learn how to think like your patients; not
all your patients but your “best” patients.
These are the patients you love to see,
and they love your work and services.
These are your cheerleaders and your
best referral sources. Consider what
these patients would do if they needed
a service like yours and hadn’t yet found
you. Where would they go to find a dentist
like you? What would they look for to help
them decide to contact your business?
Would they call their primary physician for
a referral? Would they ask friends? Ask
for referrals from neighbors on “Nextdoor”
or through their church? Perhaps they’d
begin with a basic Google search on their
phone by searching for “dentists near
me.” Remember, if your “best patients”
tend to be young healthy families with
school-aged children, and you’re a male
in your 40s or 50s, these answers won’t
be the same as your answers would be.
It’s important to think like your target
audience – your best patients. If you don’t
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know, ask a few people in your target
demographic these questions. Or, work
with a marketing professional who has
studied and understands psychographic
demographics. They have experience in
how different demographics think, what
they value, and what will best trigger a
call-to-action. A more focused approach
often ensures that you’re spending the
right amount of effort (and dollars) on the
most effective strategies.

It’s important to think about each
encounter from their very first experience
with your name to the moment you first
meet them in the chair. You may think
they came to you because they simply
“know your name or reputation”, but
more than likely that is just one piece of
information. It’s important that you think
through the process from the viewpoint of
someone who knows nothing about you
or your practice.

How to think like your patients
from each patient encounter

If your prospect’s initial encounters
with your business don’t meet their
expectations within the first three to five
seconds, that expectation is lost. Think
about that for a minute. People are
making decisions at lightning speed. What
can you do differently to ensure that each
and every encounter is positive, and more
importantly, leads to an appointment?
A decision-making journey is a series of
short “touch points” (i.e. hearing a referral,
seeing your internet listing, visiting your
website, noticing your roadside signage,

Every consumer goes through a series
of encounters before choosing to do
business with an existing business. In
today’s marketing environment, every
encounter is part of the decision-making
process. Consider taking an audit of
these encounters. Look at your building
signage, your website, your online
reviews, your social media pages,
and other ways that new patients first
experience your practice.

making the phone call, viewing social
media interactions). Every encounter is
communicating either something negative
or positive.

Don’t just make it positive:
“Wow” your new prospects

Whether a new patient came to you as
a referral, or they found you in a Google
search, make sure their initial experience
is a “wow” experience. Once they have
called or emailed you, you have made it
through the clutter and into their top two
or three choices. The initial connection is
critical. Wow them. A high conversion rate
means you’ve mastered that task. If you
have a low conversion rate, developing a
phone script may sound contrived but it’s
often viewed as the number one way to
give staff the confidence they need to be
effective. They want to learn how to best
answer the phone and overcome hurdles
in the conversation. Your staff has to
retrieve all the necessary information on
the phone, but also convey trust and build
rapport.

Focus on what you do best

CURRENT
PATIENTS

NEW

PATIENTS

You are far more likely to attract new
patients if the prospect feels like they
understand what you do, who you are,
and why you do what you do. Knowing
these three things builds connection and
trust. Marketing is more than having your
practice name show up on page one of a
Google Search. It’s about communicating
the right message to the people you want
most to attract most. It’s about helping
others to trust you.
The most successful dental practices
know they can’t be everything to
everyone. Do you really want to attract
patients who aren’t right for your practice?
Or, do you want to attract more patients
like the ones you serve best – the
ones who love what you do? Once you

>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 30
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understand this, you’ll be well on your
way to doing more of what you love and
attracting more people who want it.

Get out of the weeds
and take action

Now that you’ve spent all this time
thinking like your patient experiences,
take action. You may see opportunities
you want to explore – as well as
deficiencies you want resolved.
If you’re feeling overwhelmed or don’t
have the internal support you need,
seek out a marketing professional. An
effective marketing professional will get
to know your practice and your current
“patient experiences”. They should give
you more than just strategies to bring
more traffic to your website or make
your phone ring. They should help you
understand your patient acquisition costs,
help you develop your core messages
with effective copywriting, and help
you put in place proper patient tracking
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methods. Make sure they also know your
local market area as well as industry
benchmarks, and more importantly,
conversion rates.
Remember - every practice has at least
one great story to tell – usually several.
The best way to go beyond surviving
and truly thrive in today’s oversaturated
marketplace is to tell your stories and tell
them well.
Editor’s Note: Theresa Stenger has
worked as a CMD (Certified Marketing
Director) for over 25 years. She has
worked in the dental industry and has
served as the Marketing Director for
Leadership by Design, a dental practice
transition company in Richmond for a
decade. Questions? Feel free to
contact Theresa directly at
Theresa@lbdtransitions.com.
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WHY EVERY PRESCRIPTION SHOULD
BE AN ELECTRONIC PRESCRIPTION
Robert McDermott; President and CEO, iCoreConnect

As of July 1, 2020, Virginia dentists are
required to electronically prescribe any
controlled substance that contains an
opioid. With this law in effect, pharmacies
no longer accept prescriptions for these
medications by paper or phone, unless
you have been approved for a short-term
extension or waiver.
While it may feel cumbersome to have
another legal mandate to deal with,
the right ePrescribing tool improves
patient care and as well as your entire
prescription process. The law is an
opportunity to take advantage of a
better way of doing business. Here are
a few factors to consider as you make
the switch.

Maximize your
ePrescription service

The law does not require but allows for
all prescriptions to be sent to a pharmacy
by electronic transmission. Choose a
service that allows you to ePrescribe
ALL medications, including controlled
substances. Unifying your process for
all prescriptions reduces errors and time
spent on prescribing.

Integrate with Virginia PMP

An important efficiency function of an
ePrescribe tool is direct integration with
the Virginia PMP. Normally it can take
up to five minutes and dozens of clicks
to do a patient prescription history check
through the PMP site. An ePrescribe
software built for easy integration with the
PMP database allows you to check
a patient’s history with just one or
two clicks.

Keep your workflow

The workflow is similar to paper. Your
staff can still prepare the prescription. You
still review and approve. Then it’s sent
with a click. You can further maximize
ePrescription efficiency with a service that
interfaces with your practice management
system, reducing multiple entries of
patient data and populating patient
records.

Provide better care
through ePrescribing

Select an ePrescription service that
gives you access to the patient’s FULL
prescription history at your fingertips.
Access all prescriptions, including
controlled substances, dispensed at
any U.S. pharmacy over the past twelve
months.

Access drug directory information

A good service provides a built-in,
rapid-search Lexicomp drug directory,
eliminating the yearly Lexicomp book
purchase and flipping through 1,700
pages to find what you are looking for. In
your ePrescription software, just use the
Lexicomp directory to start typing the drug
brand or generic name. It immediately
pulls the drug information, including
dosing options, contraindications, and
discontinued meds.

Take advantage of a cloud-based
ePrescribing service

A cloud-based, HIPAA-compliant
ePrescription service gives you full
ePrescribe functionality anywhere there’s
internet or a hotspot. That kind of flexibility
allows you to provide prescription care

from home, while traveling, or under
unforeseen circumstances.

Improved patient outcomes

When a patient knows their prescription
will be automatically transmitted and
most likely ready by the time they get
the pharmacy, they’re more likely to
successfully pick up their medication.
ePrescribing can be much more than just
a new way to comply with prescribing
controlled substances. Key integrations
and automations help to remove human
error, verify correct prescriptions and
reduce the risk of misuse. As you
consider your next step, consider this
opportunity to bring multiple functions into
one service. You’ll improve workflow and
have robust information to help inform
decisions around prescription care.

Editor’s Note: iCoreConnect is a VDA
Services Endorsed Partner with expertise
in cloud-based technologies to improve
and protect your practice. VDA members
receive special discount pricing on
iCoreRx ePrescription service. Add the
+PMP function to simplify your mandatory
prescription check with one-step,
real-time access to the Virginia PMP.
Visit iCoreConnect.com/vda, or call
888.810.7706.
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Does Your Office Need
an Amalgam Separator?
Special Pricing Available for VDA Member Dentists!
The EPA’s final rule for amalgam separators requires that most dental offices
that place or remove amalgam restorations must have an ISO 11143 certified
amalgam separator installed in their practice by July 14, 2020. To help members
with this new requirement, VDA Services is working with two companies to offer
members special pricing and benefits on amalgam separators.

JULY 14,
2020

TM

Clearly the leader in amalgam separation

DRNA is your complete 360-degree solution for
amalgam separators and waste management. While
the EPA rule makes installing an amalgam separator
mandatory, paying for one is most definitely not!
As a benefit of membership, the VDA has
arranged for its dentists to receive a FREE
amalgam separator ($850 value1) when
signing up for DRNA’s low-cost recycling
service with a 3 or 5-year service agreement.2
The service agreement is $500/year for the BU105 unit (1-8 chairs) and $750/year for the BU10-30
(9-16 chairs). As part of the DRNA’s annual services
contract, you will receive your Annual Replacement
Kit automatically that includes a replacement canister,
on-demand pick-up of existing canister, pre-paid
shipping, recycling and all compliance documentation.
Please go to drna.com/vda or call 800-360-1001
Ext. 2 to sign up for your FREE amalgam separator.

Retail price of the unit has, from time to time, been less because
of promotions.
2
Receive a free unit when you sign a 3- or 5-year recycling
agreement at $500/year for the BU10-5 and $750/year for the
BU10-30, inclusive of all costs.
1

Solmetex provides the ‘Complete Solution’ to the EPA
Dental Rule on the handling of dental amalgam waste.
Our product line contains all the necessary
components to keep your practice in compliance:
• Award-winning ISO 11143 certified NXT Hg5
Amalgam Separator meets or exceeds all
requirements of the EPA regulation.
• No contracts required.
• The NXT Hg5 includes a Practice Waste Solutions
Amalgam Bucket for the recycling of all ‘dry’
amalgam waste (required by the regulation).
• The new PowerScrub Vacuum Line Cleaner by
Solmetex that has a neutral pH between 6 and 8
(required by the regulation).
• Proof of Compliance: Solmetex.com houses all
Certificates of Compliance, accessible online 24/7.
Solmetex has all the EPA regulation elements covered,
so you do not have to worry about it. Recycling is
included in the product cost.
And as a VDA member benefit, Solmetex
is offering a FREE container and $30 gift
card with purchase of an NXT Hg5 Amalgam
Separator – a total value of $368!
Receive your exclusive member benefit at
solmetex.com/endorsements/virginia-dental-assn/.

Peer-Reviewed. Members-Only Benefits.
VDA Services is a service mark of the Virginia Dental Association. VDA Services is a program brought to
you by the Virginia Dental Services Corporation, a for-profit subsidiary of the Virginia Dental Association.
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COMPLYING WITH THE JULY 14
EPA AMALGAM SEPARATOR RULE
IN THESE CHALLENGING ECONOMIC TIMES
Alfred L. Frost, III, MS, DDS, MBA

Months of mandatory office closure,
except for treating the occasional
emergency, has proved to be an extreme
hardship for both patient and dentist alike.
Finally, some pandemic restrictions have
been lifted and patients can seek the care
they require, but you have missed out on
months of revenue while still having to
pay many overhead costs.
With general dental practices, usually
operating with between 55% and 72%
in overhead costs, critical emphasis
must now be placed on reducing capital
expenditures as well as regular operating
costs in order to re-establish positive
cash flows and the overall financial
health of the practice. The need for cost
containment should be on every dentist’s
mind for, while first and foremost health
care professionals, we are also small
business owners.
This problem of stretched budgets is not
one which the federal EPA recognizes.
Under the new amalgam separator
rule, dentists must install an amalgam
separator and begin recycling amalgam
waste by July 14 of this year. Under the
Rule, any office which EITHER places
OR removes amalgam must comply.
Ultimately, this Rule applies primarily to
General and Pediatric Dentists and to
Endodontists.
In a time when most offices are struggling
with re-opening obstacles such as
reduced cash flow, potential shortages

of PPE and the increasing cost of it,
retraining staff in social distancing and
other COVID prevention measures,
reduced seating in reception areas, etc.,
the last thing we need is to purchase an
amalgam separator whose prices often
start at $850.
While the EPA rule will not be delayed in
these challenging times, your Association
is looking for ways to help. VDA Services
has vetted and partnered with DRNA,
Inc., the number one direct-to-dentist
company in the US whose sole business
is amalgam separators/recycling. Under
the agreement, VDA members are
eligible for an amalgam separator at
NO COST, with a signed 3 to 5-year
service contract.* This allows you to
become fully compliant without the need
to expend valuable cash reserves at this
difficult time.
If you’re saying to yourself “nothing is
ever free…what’s the catch?” Allow me
to explain. As DRNA deals directly with
dentists and never uses middlemen, we
operate at lower costs which we pass
on to customers. In these extraordinary
times, we went a step further and are truly
giving you a separator for free. Under
the EPA Rule, these separators must be
recycled. Ours is recycled once per year
which also makes it complaint with OSHA
guidelines regarding maximum storage
time for wastes in an office. At the end
of each year in service, the separator
is returned to us for processing and a

new one is sent. Our annual fee for the
new unit, shipping both ways, recycling
contents, production of documentation for
you, etc. is only $500.
When you sign up with DRNA you will pay
nothing for your first unit. Your first unit is
free. In fact, you will not pay anything until
that unit has been in place for one year
and we ship you the new replacement.
This means you have no fees of any kind
until after a full year has passed, giving
you time to get your practice back to the
success it was before the closures.
We know that you will have to recycle this
waste for years to come. For this reason,
we have also reached an agreement with
the VDA not to raise our annual recycling
fee for up to 5 years.
We know this has been a difficult time for
dentists and we want you to know that
the VDA has gone over and above to
help you eliminate the cost of complying
with this new regulation. We at DRNA are
honored to be the VDA Services endorsed
vendor. Call us today at 1-800-360-1001,
ext. 2 to sign up for your free amalgam
separator benefit.
Editor’s Note: Dr. Frost is Vice President
for Clinical and Scientific Affairs at Dental
Recycling North America, Inc.

* Receive a free unit when you sign a 3- or 5-year recycling agreement at $500 per year for the BU10 (1-8 chairs) and $750 per year for the BU30
(9-16 chairs).
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VIOLENCE IN RICHMOND LEAVES ITS MARK ON
DR. RANDY ADAMS’S PEDIATRIC DENTAL OFFICE
Richard F. Roadcap, D.D.S.; Editor

A security alarm in Dr. Randy Adams’s
dental office sounded at 12:30 a.m. on a
Saturday morning. The office had been
open only two weeks since being closed
during the COVID-19 Public Health
Emergency. Fearing a break-in, he called
the Richmond police, who warned him
not to go downtown as there was “a riot
going on.” Unwilling to stand aside as his
practice of 30 years was under attack, he
navigated back streets and alleys to arrive
at 1:30 a.m. What he found upon arrival
seemed beyond belief.
Upon arrival he saw throngs of protestors.
“It was wild. Glass was everywhere.
I didn’t know what was going on.” He
returned at daybreak on Saturday May
30 to what he called “an absolute mess.”
Granite pavers weighing five to eight
pounds had been lifted from the sidewalk
and landscaping and hurled through the
glass windows of his waiting area. One
landed inches from a large aquarium
which if broken would have flooded the
office. He said “it was a blessing” that
none of his patient records or operatories
were damaged in the melee.
Almost immediately offers of help began
arriving. Friends and members of the
surrounding neighborhood came by with
food, ladders, and brooms and pitched in
to begin the clean-up of glass and debris.
Some offered money to help pay for the
damage, and Dr. Adams politely declined.
“The community rallied around us. It was
amazing how many people stopped by
and offered to help.”
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For the next four nights Dr. Adams,
along with his partner Dr. Brandon Allen
and a security guard, posted a dusk-todawn vigil in front of the office to prevent
further damage and looting. He believes
that nothing has been stolen despite the
damage and pandemonium. He observed,
“It was a real live riot, everything you
imagine a riot to be. Unbelievable…tear
gas, firecrackers.” He said that even
though some protestors shouted out
that his was a black-owned business,
the “people who were invested in doing
damage” continued to launch projectiles
into Richmond Dentistry for Children.
Thinking back to the events of May 25,
when George Floyd died in the custody of
Minneapolis police, he remarked “It was
the first time I ever saw a person die on
national TV. There was no question about
what happened.” Dr. Adams went on: “I
was personally concerned and offended.
I saw him die on TV – that was tough.”
He said he felt the police officer involved
did not even see George Floyd as a
human being, that his actions were just
another example of racism. “You know
that I am not against protest” said Dr.
Adams, “I have a problem if you protest
and damage other peoples’ property,
burn peoples’ property, and steal. Nothing
justifies that.”
Asked what the ADA (and VDA) can
do, he said “The only thing I can say is
to make more people aware of racial
problems in our society. It is such a
big deal.” But he went on to say that

response of the surrounding community
to his circumstance was gratifying and
reinforced his belief in the kindness of
neighbors and his fellow man. “Out of this
craziness some good things happened.”
In response the events of May 30, 2020,
Dr. Adams started a GoFundMe page
seeking donations to help parents pay for
their children’s dental care. https://www.
gofundme.com/f/211dhy4ueo
He intends for the money raised to be
used for pediatric and orthodontic care
for children whose parents cannot afford
treatment otherwise.
On the evening of June 9, Dr. Adams
stood on the sidewalk at the corner of
Broad and Madison Streets in Richmond,
and looked up at the mélange of plywood,
tape, and broken glass that made up the
façade of his children’s dentistry office.
He paused, and then said “I’m very
disappointed, but not bitter. The clouds
will all be gone away and the sun will
shine again.”
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COMMUNICATING EFFECTIVELY
AND COMPASSIONATELY
DURING COVID-19
Cameron McPherson

After immense preparation and
coordination, dental offices across Virginia
began reopening for non-emergency
procedures in early May with new policies
and procedures in place to help ensure
the safety of patients and staff.
The coronavirus has created an evolving
news cycle and is likely to continue to
dominate headlines for the remainder
of the year. The everchanging and
continuous news can create anxiety and
weariness for patients who may have
questions about how to safely access
healthcare services.
As offices provide care during
COVID-19, here are some strategies
for communicating effectively and
compassionately with patients and the
community.

Be sensitive

Whether it’s from the loss of a job or
income, or the death of a family member
or friend, COVID-19 has impacted
everyone in our country. It’s important
to display empathy and be thoughtful.
Make sure you’re emphasizing how
serious your office is taking precautions
to help ensure patient safety in all of your
communications.

Over communicate

As people go to businesses that
have reopened for the first time since
closing for coronavirus precautions,
many will have questions about how
the organization is promoting social
distancing. Make sure your office’s
updated operating procedures are clear
and communicated often to patients. If
your practice has a Facebook page, it’s
a good idea to “pin” the new operating
procedures to the top of your page so
it’s easy for people to find. Make sure
your website and voicemail system also
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“If your practice has a
Facebook page, it’s a
good idea to ‘pin’ the new
operating procedures to
the top of your page so
it’s easy for people to find.
Make sure your website and
voicemail system include
information about office
changes.”
include relevant information about office
changes. Before a patient’s appointment,
make sure to send an email, text or
phone reminder about the new safety
precautions as well.

Share visuals of your office’s
precautions on social media

Visiting an office can be intimidating
for patients who may be unclear about
new operating policies. Share easyto-understand pictures and videos on
your social channels that highlight new
processes. Videos don’t have to be
polished and can be organic. Consider
having a dentist film the steps a person
will take from start to finish, such as
waiting in your car and calling the office
through sitting in the chair and safely
exiting the office. This will help give the
patient a preview of what to expect.

Avoid humor

People are especially sensitive during
these unprecedented times, and

organizations are taking various steps to
make sure communications are inclusive
and unoffensive. Don’t take the risk
of using humor on your social media
accounts about non-COVID-19 related
topics. Yes, there are plenty of funny
dental memes to jokingly remind people
about the importance of dental care, but
you should save them until the pandemic
is over.

Don’t bend the rules

As we’ve seen in news coverage this
year, precautions like face masks can
be a complicated and a divisive topic for
some people. Make sure your practice
commits to standing firm to the guidelines
you have adopted. It’s a good idea to link
to resources provided by the VDA and
ADA that explain precautions somewhere
on your site that patients can access. If a
person complains, make sure you have
one or two designated people in the office
available to respond.

Have a social media response
strategy in place

If you’re seeing any negative comments
on your social media pages about the
precautions your practice is taking,
respond and encourage the person to
contact your office by phone to take
the conversation offline. The person
designated in your office to respond to
any complaints should take this call and
explain why the policies are important for
everyone’s safety.

Understand people may be
uncomfortable

Visiting healthcare offices is a personal
choice, and it’s important to understand
it may take some people longer to feel
comfortable engaging in these activities.
Be empathetic and flexible if a person
would like to reschedule a teeth cleaning
for later in the year. Offer to spend time
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on the phone with patients who may have
additional questions or concerns. For
people that need to reschedule for later
in the year, kindly remind patients of the
importance of dental care. We don’t want
to be seen as pushy or assertive, but
you also don’t want the pandemic to be
an easy excuse for patients to slip out of
their routine to the detriment of their oral
health. After all, dental health impacts
overall health.
Editor’s Note: Cameron McPherson
is an Account Director at The Hodges
Partnership, a strategic communications
firm in Richmond.
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR ROLE
AS A 401(K) PLAN SPONSOR

AM I A FIDUCIARY AND WHAT ARE MY RESPONSIBILITIES?
J. Saunders Wiggins, CFP®, AIF® and CEO/President of ACG Wealth Management

Retirement planning has become
paramount for many Americans in today’s
economy. Fortunately, most businesses
now offer 401(k) plans to attract
new talent and compensate existing
employees, helping them plan for
their financial futures beyond their
working years.
While a 401(k) plan is often a key piece
of your employees’ compensation
plan, it impacts your tax-planning
picture and brings significant legal and
financial responsibilities. This article is
aimed at helping you understand your
responsibilities.
An often-overlooked question is “who is
in charge of the plan?” Perhaps you have
not given much thought to this. However,
if your practice offers a 401(k) plan, you
have a fiduciary obligation to ensure the
plan is managed prudently.
You are a fiduciary if you:
• Have discretion or responsibility in
the administration of the plan;
• Exercise discretion or control over
plan assets;
• Render investment advice to the plan
for a fee or have any authority or
responsibility to do so.
• As a fiduciary, it is key that
you understand your roles and
responsibilities. There are five
basic principles of fiduciary duty:
prudence, loyalty, exclusive purpose,
diversification, and adherence.
• The duty to act prudently is a central
responsibility of a fiduciary’s role
under ERISA (Employee Retirement
Income Security Act).
• Fiduciaries are expected to act solely
in the interest of plan participants and
their beneficiaries with the exclusive
purpose of providing benefits to them.
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• Diversifying plan investments and
paying reasonable plan expenses
is key.
• Finally, it is important that fiduciaries
understand and follow the plan
documents.

“Forging a partnership
with a proactive and
knowledgeable plan
adviser can ease the
burden of fiduciary
liability.”
As a fiduciary, you are responsible for
creating and maintaining a documented,
prudent process to select, monitor and
update investments that are appropriate
for the plan. If you fail to do this, you
will likely have personal liability for
losses due to a breach of your fiduciary
responsibilities. As a fiduciary, you are
expected to have the level of knowledge
of an experienced 401(k) professional.
If you are not comfortable with this
personal liability, you can reduce it by
selecting a professional to take care
of this for you. Under ERISA, you may
delegate certain duties related to the
selection, monitoring and updating plan
investments to an investment advisor. If
you choose this route, it is important that
the advisor accept their fiduciary status
in writing. Working with an advisor helps
ease the strain of personal responsibility
for your practice’s 401(k) plan offerings.

It is important to understand and
distinguish whether the advisor is a 3(21)
or 3(38) advisor. A 3(21) investment
advisor makes recommendations to the
plan sponsor. The plan sponsor still has
the responsibility of making the final
decision. A 3(38) investment advisor
further minimizes your liability by taking
on the discretion and authority to make
the final decisions regarding the fund
lineup for you.
Remember that hiring and monitoring an
investment adviser is a fiduciary act, so
make sure you select a professional who
you trust and has experience with plan
design for dental practices.

Here are Five Steps to Take to
Prudently Management Your Plan:
Step 1 - Form a retirement plan
oversight committee:
While forming a committee is optional,
each committee should be structured
around your practice’s capabilities and
needs. Generally, there are some basic
considerations when setting up an
effective committee.
• Demographics: Oftentimes,
individuals from management, human
resources, finance, operations and
ownership are part of the committee.
• Requirements: There is no specific
job title for an effective committee
member, only that they are willing
to understand their roles and
responsibilities and that they are
committed to working in the best
interest of the plan participants.
• Size: It becomes difficult to get
anything accomplished with too many
members and with too few, there is
not enough perspective. Having an
odd number helps prevent voting ties.
• Structure: It is “best practice” to
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appoint a Chairman to run the
meeting and a Secretary responsible
for keeping minutes and serving as
the keeper of the plan documents
and committee records.
Step 2- Acknowledge your
fiduciary responsibility:
• Committee members should
acknowledge their appointment to
the committee and fiduciary status in
writing, and if they have voting rights
on the committee.
Step 3 - Meet regularly:
• Committees generally meet quarterly,
unless the situation requires more or
less frequent meetings. An agenda
should be followed for each meeting
to provide a consistent process for
reviewing key items.
Step 4 – Review the plan
performance, investments,
service providers and fees:
• Each member should be educated
on the fundamentals of ERISA to
include: understanding the fiduciary
duties, plan document(s), plan
administration, plan procedures,
investment review components,
and vendor contracts and related
fees. Plan fiduciaries will apply their
knowledge through recurring review

of the plan’s performance including
supporting documentation that
supports their actions.
• Typical performance review
factors include:
- Regulatory changes
- Plan participant breakdown
- Participation rates - average and
by age groups
- Deferral rates - average and by
age groups
- Plan level investment allocation
- Website utilization
- Fund performance relative to peer
group and applicable benchmark(s)
• The last review item is fees.
Committee members will need to
understand the various service
arrangement options, which fees
are included, what the additional
“hidden” fees are, and which pool
the fees are being paid from. To
help understand the fees that are
paid and the services received can
be done by reviewing the required
408(b)2 disclosure form from service
providers.
• When considering fees, the cheapest
provider may not always be the best
answer. Remember the saying, “You
get what you pay for.” Comparing
plan providers solely based on
fees overlooks the value you get
for paying a higher fee. Instead of
focusing solely on fees, also consider
the following:
- Provider experience
- Industry designations
- Plan design flexibility
- Service model
- Investment options
- Employer and participant
engagement

minutes. The minutes should
include any decisions voted on and
documentation should include what
items were evaluated and reviewed
when making decisions.
• To summarize, plan sponsors have
significant oversight responsibility.
Taking a proactive approach to plan
management will minimize plan
related issues as well as ensure the
plan continues to meet the goals of
the plan sponsor and participants.
Forging a partnership with a proactive and
knowledgeable plan adviser can ease the
burden of fiduciary liability. With the many
responsibilities that come with your role, it
can be a considerable relief to lean on a
financial advisor. Choosing a partner with
integrity and experience can save you
hours in work and help you achieve your
unique goals.

Step 5 - Document the meeting:
• Document the meeting with meeting
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DOMINION PAYROLL:

VDA SERVICES IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE NEWLY ENDORSED
VENDOR FOR PAYROLL AND HR SERVICES
Elise Rupinski, VDA Director of Marketing and Programs

Following a thorough review, the VDA
Services Board of Directors has selected
Dominion Payroll as the recommended
provider of payroll services to member
dentists of the Virginia Dental Association.
In announcing the new partnership
with Dominion Payroll, VDA Services is
pleased to provide members with a peerreviewed recommendation, exclusive
savings and dedicated customer support.
Dominion Payroll is a Virginia based
workforce management company offering
payroll, HR, benefits administration,
timekeeping, and talent acquisition
to businesses of all sizes across the
country. In the past 18 years of business,
Dominion Payroll has been providing
clients with high-feature products, industry
expertise, and unparalleled customer
service.
Dr. Steve Radcliffe, President of VDA
Services noted, “the VDA Services
Board of Directors is very pleased to
recommend Dominion Payroll to VDA
member dentists. With comprehensive
payroll and HR services, excellent
references from Virginia dentists and a
dedication to the profession, this new
relationship will provide member value
and exclusive savings on a service that
we all need in our offices. Dominion
Payroll is now the payroll provider for
the VDA Central Office and I hope that
members will also take advantage of this
opportunity to work with a locally-based
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company that is providing significant
savings for members and also supporting
the work of your association.”

HR, and workforce management solutions
for your dental practices,” quotes
Dominion Payroll CEO, David Gallagher.

Having worked with several dental
practices, Dominion Payroll understands
the unique workforce management
needs of the industry and is excited to be
partnering with the VDA.

As an exclusive benefit, all VDA members
will receive 15% off standard Dominion
Payroll pricing. To learn more about how
Dominion Payroll can help your business,
please visit empower.dominionpayroll.
com/vda or reach out directly to Scott
Byer at 804-355-3430 ext. 118 or
sbyer@dominionpayroll.com.

“Dominion Payroll has made payroll and
reporting almost effortless for me,” quotes
Dr. David W. Merrell from West End
Pediatric Dentistry. “It is their customer
service that I have been most impressed
with. When I call for assistance I am
always greeted promptly, courteously and
my needs are resolved immediately. I also
appreciated their SBA-specific reports
when applying for SBA and PPP loans.”
The Dominion Payroll team couldn’t be
more thrilled to be working with the VDA.
“I know we will gain so much from this
partnership and in exchange, we hope to
provide you guys with top quality payroll,

Editor’s Note: VDA Services is a service
mark of the Virginia Dental Association.
VDA Services is a program brought
to you by the Virginia Dental Services
Corporation, a for-profit subsidiary of the
Virginia Dental Association.
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TOOTH SLEUTHS

Dr. Sarah Friend; Associate Editor, Component 6

A strong storm raged through the East
that All Hallow’s Eve. I left the Blue Ridge
Mountains of Virginia at dusk and headed
to Tennessee. As the torrential rains
beat down on my windshield, the wind
dislodged my wiper and then sat me down
in Knoxville for a weekend set aside for
convening with the dead.
The rain eventually stopped and by the
next morning, a fog had settled. A group
of us had gathered for our day’s journey,
appropriate for this Day of the Dead.
We loaded up into a transit van, exited
Knoxville and took a journey into the
Cumberland Forest. The hike into the
woods commenced upon arrival. Fallen
leaves under toe, the air was crisp and
peaceful, the conversation expectant. A
reverent prayer was said. It wouldn’t be
long before we met the departed.
We approached the wooden fence
and the gate fell open. There were no
mediums, no Ouija boards, no seances.
Just clandestine graves and whiffs of
human spoilage. Some graves were
open and shallow, occupied by skeletons
lying under a blanket of foliage confetti,
chins angled toward the sky. Others were
covered in tarps, which, when pulled back
offered up a putrid wind of decomposition
fueled by maggot soup. There was a
man my contemporary, lost to drugs, his
skin red and blotchy, as if he’d just taken
a hot shower and fallen asleep on his
earthen bed. The task at hand on this
day was to search, discover and uncover
three unmarked graves, hidden amongst
the trees. Today we dentists, forensic
odontologists, became body hunters.
Divided into groups of four, we probed the
earth, roped off our sites and spent the
next day and half on our hands, knees
and bellies carefully hand troweling dirt
to uncover the vessels below, so not as

to damage or lose any parts. Guided
by forensic anthropologists, Dr. Murray
Marks and Dr. Melissa Muendel, we lifted
the skeletons out of the dirt, brushed and
cleaned them off and then re-assembled
the bones into correct anatomical
position.
Our skeleton was decidedly male, based
on the size and shape of his re-articulated
pelvis. He had had several surgically
fused vertebrae and based on the arthritic
lipping present, we concluded he was in
his 50s and had suffered with back pain.
His sternum was wired shut, the twists
reminding me of the ties on bread bags.
The round, black, plastic disc we found
in the earth underneath him was his
aortic valve replacement. His skull had
two of the longest styloid processes I’ve
ever seen. His teeth were straight and
white. He had a yellow gold crown on
#2, PFMs on #3 and #30. The skeleton
we uncovered demonstrated to us that
he had suffered from cardiac disease,
back pain and Eagle’s syndrome. His
teeth suggested that he had had regular
dental visits and orthodontic care. Had we
accidentally wandered upon him in any
other setting, the police would have been
called and these unique identifiers would
have helped to return him to his family.
As it were, he or his family had donated
his earthly remains to further scientific
research so that future crime victims
and their families might find identity and
closure.
Welcome to the Bass Anthropological
Research Facility (B.A.R.F.), also known
as “The Body Farm”, where scientists
and law enforcement come to learn
about human decomposition and how
to better solve crimes. Named for its
founder, Dr. William “Bill” Bass, famous
forensic anthropologist, Virginia native
and University of Virginia alumnus, this

particular plot of land is only one of
several at the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville. Dr. Bass and his colleagues
have spent decades examining
decomposing bodies and letting the
remains, including the teeth, tell the story
of who they are, how they died, and how
long they’ve been dead.
Many natural and man-made disasters,
such as Hurricane Katrina and the World
Trade Center bombings, produced
many unwilling, unrecognizable human
victims. Criminals, and Mother Nature,
often mutilate their victims beyond
physical recognition. A single, unique
tooth can sometimes be the one thing
that will positively identify a deceased
human. Teeth are amazingly resilient,
withstanding even most extremes
of conditions. When the authorities
need dental information, they come
to us dentists, the gatekeepers to the
dental treasure trove. Accurate and
thorough dental records could make
all the difference in solving the puzzles
of unidentified remains. When keeping
records, here are a few important things
to document, know and retain:
• Patient’s Demographic
Information, Medical History,
Insurance Records, Laboratory
Prescriptions, Procedure Records,
Photographs
• Diagnostic Radiographs, labeled
with proper orientation, left to right. A
full mouth series provides the most
detailed information.
• Accurate Charting Notes:
- Presence and absence of teeth
including whether they are primary,
permanent and/or supernumerary
- Existing restorations, surfaces
involved, and materials used,
shades of materials
- Unrestored, diagnosed caries and
affected surfaces

>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 42
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- Root canal therapy, fill material,
root/pulp chamber morphology and
pathology
- Periapical pathology: granulomas,
cysts, abscess, etc.
- Positioning/Occlusion: Class I,
II, III, crossbites, transpositions,
rotations, spacing, diastemas,
occlusal and incisal wear patterns
- Crown pathology and morphology,
i.e.attrition, abrasion, erosion,
hypocalcification, instrinsic/
extrinsic staining, peg laterals,
multiple cusps, fusion, gemination,
etc. (Cusps of Carabelli and shovel
shaped incisors also help give
clues to race and ethnicity)
- Gingival contour and color,
recession, bone height, bone
loss, atypical bone patterns and
pathology,calculus locations,
residual root,fragments, metallic
fragments, surgical wires and pins
- Mandibular tori, palatal tori,
amalgam tattoos
• Diagnostic Casts and Appliance
Records
- Palatal rugae patterns are as
unique to the individual as
fingerprints
- Orthodontic appliances, partials,
dentures and occlusal guards note types of materials used
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• Never release original records
to a victim’s family. The originals,
upon request, should be given to law
enforcement. You should maintain
a diagnostic and legible copy of
those records and make sure the
authorities give you a receipt for any
information you provide.
If you would like to visit the Body Farm
and expand your education in forensic
odontology, the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, offers several educational
opportunities ranging from weekend and
week-long courses to annual fellowships
and a newly minted master’s degree
program. You can find links to this
information here: gsm.utmck.edu and
vetmed.tennessee.edu
Should you prefer a more hands-off
introduction, consider adding “Beyond
the Body Farm and Death’s Acre: Inside
the Legendary Forensic Lab the Body
Farm Where the Dead Do Tell Tales” to
your reading list. Penned by Dr. Bass
and Jon Jefferson, these books are full of
fascinating stories that reach well beyond
the classroom. You won’t be disappointed
by either choice.

References:
• Bass, Dr. Bill and Jefferson, Jon.
Beyond the Body Farm. New York:
Harper Collins, 2007.
• Bass, Dr. Bill and Jefferson, Jon.
Death’s Acre: Inside the Legendary
Forensic Lab the Body Farm Where
the Dead Do Tell Tales. Berkley:
Penguin Publishing Group, 2004.
• Herschaft et. al. Manual of Forensic
Odontology, Fourth Edition. pp. 2737. New York: Impress Printing and
Graphics, Inc., 2007.
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KNOWING
Regulations

IS HALF THE BATTLE

DID YOU KNOW?

A SERIES FROM THE VIRGINIA BOARD OF DENTISTRY
Unlawful Disclosure of Confidential Information

Did you know that any person found guilty of the unlawful disclosure of confidential information
possessed by a health regulatory board shall be guilty of a Class 1 misdemeanor?
§ 54.1-2400.2. (J) of the Virginia Code.

Patient Information and Records

Did you know that a dentist shall maintain complete, legible, and accurate patient records
for not less than six years from the last date of service with some exceptions including the
records for minor children, records being transferred to another practitioner, or in some cases
records may need to be maintained for a longer amount of time due to federal or contractual
obligations?
18VAC60-21-90 (A) (1) (2) (3) of the Regulations Governing the Practice of Dentistry.

Reportable Events

Did you know that a treating dentist shall submit a written report to the board within 15
calendar days following an unexpected patient event that occurred intra-operatively or during
the first 24 hours immediately following the patient’s departure from his facility, resulting in
either a physical injury or a respiratory, cardiovascular, or neurological complication that was
related to the dental treatment or service provided and that necessitated admission of the
patient to a hospital or in a patient death? Any emergency treatment of a patient by a hospital
that is related to sedation anesthesia shall also be reported.
18VAC60-21-100 of the Regulations Governing the Practice of Dentistry.

Utilization of Dental Hygienists and Dental Assistants II

Did you know that a dentist may utilize up to a total of four dental hygienists or dental
assistants II in any combination practicing under direction at one and the same time?
18VAC60-21-110 (A) of the Regulations Governing the Practice of Dentistry.
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The VDA 150
at

Past Presidents Reflect
on Their Time Leading
the Association and Share
Component Memories

Tidewater Dental Association

W

hen I was president, it was a very unique time in history with the beginning
of a new century and new millennium. A new executive Director, Dr. Terry
Dickinson, came to the Association in July 1999. The theme for the year
was “Make a Difference,” and it wasn’t long before our greatest challenge
presented our best opportunity. When the VDA became aware of the need to provide
dental services to an underserved area in Southwest Virginia, an appeal for help from our
members brought forth more than 130 volunteers, including dentists, students, hygienists, assistants and
numerous support individuals. Thousands of people from Wise County and surrounding areas began lining up
for care in the middle of the night on Friday, July 14, 2000, and continued throughout the weekend. The VDA
Missions of Mercy were born!
Although treatment conditions were not ideal, it was dentistry at its best—services to our fellow man delivered
through an amazing team effort. Individuals pitched in wherever they could. The VDA Mission of Mercy was
the first of its kind. To quote one of the volunteer dentists, “It was the neatest thing the Association has ever
done!” It was a defining moment for dentistry in Virginia. We called attention to the incredible need for care for
the underserved, and that Virginia’s dental team was ready to do their part and “Make a Difference!”
— Dr. Andrew J. “Bud” Zimmer, VDA President 1999-2000

A

sk Dr. Leroy Howell (MCV 1955) what is the biggest change he has seen in the VDA since he
became a member, and he will say, “There were practically no women [dentists] around back then.”
Leroy still goes to work every week as part of a very unique three generation practice where he
works with his son, Dr. Ralph Howell (MCV 1989) and granddaughter Dr. Dani Howell (MCV 2017).

But Leroy was right. Having more women in dentistry has been a long time coming. There have been a
number of standouts through the years—women very capable of involvement and leadership but not always
willing because of traditionalist resistance. To name just a few: Drs. Carole Pratt, Joan Gillespie, Christy
Hamlin, Anne Adams, Benita Miller, Elizabeth Reynolds and Cindy Southern. The Association was 136 years
old before our first woman President but things are changing for the better. Bravo and thanks to all for your
leadership. The new face is great and certainly, Dr. Leroy would be pleased!
— Dr. Andrew “Bud” Zimmer’s Conversation with Dr. Leroy Howell
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Peninsula Dental Society

I

served as VDA President in 1995-1996. We had a
new Executive Director, Mr. Bill Zepp, so it was the
beginning of a new era for the VDA. Because of my
experiences in organized dentistry at the national
level, I was aware of the many exciting and innovative
activities being initiated by other ADA Constituent
societies. My primary goal as President was to help
facilitate our members’ ability to initiate similar activities of
their choosing.
My fondest memory of that time was the incredible energy
and enthusiasm exhibited by VDA members as they
explored these opportunities. Senator John Warner was
the guest speaker at that year’s Committee Meetings.
As his host, I introduced him to several of our members
and leaders. He also observed some of our proceedings.
Before he made his presentation to the group that evening,
he said, “Tell me again the purpose of this meeting.” I
explained that this was a meeting of VDA members who
volunteered to participate in the various VDA Committees
needed to fulfill the VDA’s mission—and that these dentists
were brainstorming the steps necessary to best fulfill that
mission. He said he had been with many groups, but he
had never seen such “enthusiasm” by so many people.
Obviously, that made me enormously proud to be part of
the VDA—I maintain that pride today.
— Dr. Ron Tankersley, VDA President 1995-1996

Selected
Memories from
the PDS Stories
Committee:

When OSHA
initially became
the law, there were
no guidelines for
medicine or dentistry. The legislators asked Pat Watkins whether dentistry
wanted to use the federal guidelines or develop its own guidelines. She
called Dr. Woodruff for his opinion. He said, “For God’s sake do not
use the federal guidelines because they would have us in space suits.”
Subsequently, she wrote the guidelines for dentistry in Virginia.
Dr. Bill Traynham served as VDA President and was told by pastPresidents who he must appoint to Committees and who could chair
Committees. Bill declined their suggestions and selected those he
deemed appropriate and enjoyed a successful reign.
While 1977-78 President of the Peninsula Dental Society, Dr. Mayer
Levy established a C.E. Program to certify each member in CPR
Medical Education.
Dr. Bill Bennett worked with several PDS members to reactivate the
PDS Ethics Committee. His enthusiasm and perseverance resulted in
a rejuvenated committee that was functional and relevant to both our
profession and the community we serve.
Dr. Marvin Kaplan delivered his PDS Treasurer’s Report by singing it!
— Drs. Ron Tankersley (Chair), Bill Bennett,
Scott Francis, Mayer Levy, McKinley Price, Bruce DeGinder,
Mike Link, Guy Levy and Harvey Woodruff

Southside Dental Society

I

spoke with a number of older members of the Southside Virginia Dental Association,
and perhaps the most striking comment that I heard repeatedly was the camaraderie
and high percentage of participation—and how, over the years, this has waned.
When there was a SDS event, everyone came. It was the big event of the month,
and people highly valued their membership. I remember speaking with Dr. Terry Dickinson,
former ED of the VDA, and he told me that when you went into practice, you just hoped
and prayed that one of your colleagues would call you and ask you to join. It was all about
being a part of the local dental society, the state dental society, and the ADA. We are so
very privileged to have such an impressive 150 year history behind us, and we look forward
to another 150 years ahead of us. We have had many great and visionary leaders before
us, and our recent guidance and positioning through the COVID-19 pandemic on behalf of
the dentists and citizens of Virginia make me humbled and very proud to be a part of the
VDA!
— Dr. Sam Galstan, VDA President 2018-2019

I

t was a privilege and honor to practice in the Southside component when we had so
many of our members serve as president and other officers in the VDA, such as Drs.
Bradshaw, Bissell, Copeland, Strickland and Galstan, etc.
— Dr. Harold Neal
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Richmond Dental Society

I

n 1975, there were 110 members in my dental school class,
and I was one of 15 women. I graduated from MCV in 1980.
I started as an associate in private practice and worked in a
retirement community. In the evenings I worked to build my
own patient base.
I joined the VDA and got involved locally with RDS, on the state
level with VDA and then on the national level with the ADA. As I got
more involved, I saw the number of women entering dental school,
becoming dentists and becoming involved in our professional
organizations increasing.
I can remember one of our VDA meetings at the Marriott Hotel in
Richmond, and there was a line for the ladies room. I perceived this
to be a great sign!
I was the first women dentist to become president of the Virginia
Dental Association. We have had two more excellent women
Presidents in Benita Miller and Elizabeth Reynolds that have
served us well and more are in the pipeline. I would be remiss if I
did not mention Carole Pratt, Joanie Gillespie and Chris Hamlin.
These women are very capable and involved members that
were influential during my time. They are great friends and were
wonderful resources on my leadership journey.
— Dr. Anne Adams, VDA President 2006-2007

And a few other memories from Dr. Adams:

Dr. Ron Tankersley got up to address the House of Delegates
when the VDA Executive Council put on gas masks because he
never takes a breath!
Dr. Tom Cooke is a proud VMI alum. When VMI went co-ed in
1997, Dr. Cuttino and Dr. Zimmer dressed up like women in VMI
garb at the Annual Meeting.

Piedmont Dental Society

I

have so many fond memories of my relationship
with the VDA that it is difficult to pick a single
favorite one. As for my time as President, I
thoroughly enjoyed visiting all the components
and encouraging everyone to attend the annual
meeting by blowing my train whistle and calling
for everyone to get on board to come to Western
Virginia. I pleasantly recall my president’s party that
was held at the Virginia Museum of Transportation
near Roanoke’s Center in the Square. We decided to
break away from the traditional coat and tie affair and
opted to go outdoors with a real family event. For my
catering selection, I chose my favorite, Checkered Pig
Bar B Que. Dr. Stephen Alouf was charged to lead the
festivities for the entire evening which included a great
band for dancing in a venue full of real trains for all
ages to explore and enjoy! Unfortunately, my beloved
train whistle was lost in the Great VDA Office Fire
along with a Legendary Rug.
— Dr. Mark Crabtree, VDA President 2005-2006
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Shenandoah Valley Dental Association

W

hen I first got involved with the VDA, I never dreamed that I would serve as a VDA President.
When I joined the Board of Directors in 2012, some members encouraged me to consider
running for President. I ran for President-Elect in 2014 and was elected. Serving as both
President-Elect and President took a lot of time and travel, but it was worth it. I met lots of
people and made many new friends. I was involved in many important decisions and was part of several
conference calls. Serving as VDA President and being a Past President have been my great joys in serving
organized dentistry.
The Shenandoah Valley started a Study Club in the 30s. During a meeting in the 90s, one of the Dentists
here in Winchester brought a paper his father kept from one of the early study club meetings. It stated that
the club decided that night to set fees for the valley, evidently not aware that they could be prosecuted
for antitrust violation. It was interesting to read the fees that they had agreed to. An amalgam restoration
was $2, and a cleaning was $4. An x-ray, which was new, was $10. The study club was a fun event over
the years, and dentists from Winchester to Staunton would attend. I got to know many of the older guys at
the meeting when I first attended in 1984. Those older guys, like Raleigh Watson and Darwin King, were
guys that I looked up to and wanted to be like when I grew more in the profession. The Valley Dental Study
Club stopped operating in the late 90s when the local jurisdictions in Staunton, the Harrisonburg area and
the Winchester area started new study clubs. It saddens me that these days fellow professionals don’t get
together as much. I believe we are losing out on some great camaraderie.
— Dr. Rick Taliaferro, VDA President 2015-2016

Northern Virginia Dental Society

I

n 2001, it was an interesting time to be President of the VDA. It was also obvious we had outgrown our
office space. So, it was my primary goal to get us into space in which we could grow and accommodate
our members’ needs. The Board of Directors agreed, and we were off looking for space. We found a
place that wasn’t ideal but would allow us to expand even further if necessary. All was fine, but in a
democracy, anything is possible. We had a member who loudly objected to the move and the concept that
the VDA’s services would ever expand. So, he did what any red-blooded individual seems to do—he sued
the VDA and me personally.
My favorite memory from this time was when I was in my office doing surgery, and the phone in the operatory
rang. My office manager, Ernestine, answered it with a number of “uh huhs,” “He’ll call in twenty minutes”
and then a big sigh. Finally, I had to ask, “What’s up?” Her answer was a doozy—“You’re being sued, again.”
Ah, you should have seen the patient’s eyes at that remark. Ernestine explained it was VDA business and
not the practice.
So, I was more than ready for the Annual Meeting to settle whether we would have a new central office or
not. Then we suffered one of the darkest days in American history...9/11. It was obvious the annual meeting
had to be canceled. But, what to do now? We needed an answer on the office. I couldn’t be allowed to
continue as President for Life, as if the VDA was some banana republic. It was decided to do everything on
one Saturday.
In a large ballroom, we had reference committees, caucus, and instillation of officers. It was a wonderful day.
People were on chairs directing their component. Discussion was very free and civilized, as if we all had one
great purpose in mind. The new office passed one vote shy of unanimous. Everyone left feeling as though
they did yeoman’s service to their profession and the VDA. The day spoke volumes on the resilience of our
profession. And in the end, the lawsuit was dropped.
— Dr. David Anderson, VDA President 2000-2001
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COUNCIL ON
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS REPORT
Roger A. Palmer, DDS; Chair, VDA Council on Government Affairs

Since the last issue of the VDA Journal,
the Council on Government Affairs
has had several issues brought to our
attention.
Medicaid: Because of the COVID-19
pandemic, the Medicaid expansion of
adult dental benefits has been put on
hold. I am on a task force with DMAS to
try to implement a successful program
that is like the Pregnant Women’s
Program. We will resume working on this
when the budgetary problems are not
so severe. Also, Medicaid has extended
the time limits for benefits for pregnant
women and extended the time limitations
on pre-approved treatment plans. In
addition, they have benefits for providing
Teledentistry exams during the pandemic.
PPE: Several insurance companies
(Anthem, Delta, UCCI and others) are
planning to reimburse dentists for the
added expenses for PPE. Some of the
payments are on a per patient visit and
others are in the form of a grant. Most of
these plans only reimburse participating
dentists. Hopefully, by the time you read
this, most of you should have received
KN95 masks from the ADA/VDA if you
applied for them.
COVID-19 Testing: The Virginia Board
of Dentistry has approved dentists doing
COVID-19 testing during the pandemic.
At present, it seems that there are not
enough available tests. In the future,
should vaccines become available, we
may be called on to provide vaccinations.
Payroll Protection Program (PPP):
Congress has approved extending the
time to spend funds received through the
PPP Loan program from 8 weeks to 24.
Please consult the VDA website and your
tax advisor for details.
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Dental Hygienists: An issue was brought
before the Council as to whether it
was necessary to require that a patient
be examined by a dentist during an
appointment where a dental hygienist had
administered a local anesthetic as part
of an ongoing treatment plan. It appears
that the Board of Dentistry does require
an exam, although how extensive is not
specified. We took a poll of our members
on the Council and the great majority
who voted agreed an exam should be
required.
CDC: The Center for Disease Control has
made several recommendations about
preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our
offices. One of the most problematic is
the recommendation the you do not start
cleaning/disinfecting a treatment room
until 15 minutes after the last patient has
been dismissed. This has the potential of
reducing our productivity by 30-50% and
may adversely affect treatment for low
income and Medicaid patients.
If you have any questions about any of
these issues, please contact me or Ms.
Laura Givens. The VDA website has
excellent information on many of the
above topics. I encourage you to visit the
VDA COVID-19 HUB at https://www.
vadental.org/covid-19-hub.

ESSENTIAL BUSINESS:

VDA Leads in Time of Crisis

VDA President Dr. Elizabeth Reynolds chats with Governor Northam and
Secretary Carey about dental offices safely reopening.

VDA Executive Director Ryan Dunn speaks with Senator Mark Warner about
access to PPE and federal relief for dentists amid the COVID-19 crisis.

Your Support is Needed Now More than Ever!
During this unprecedented health crisis, the VDA has advocated for the profession at the local, state and federal levels. Throughout
the shutdown, we worked tirelessly so that dentists would be able to safely return to providing care for patients. Our advocacy
efforts include the following:
• Liability Protection: VDA signed onto a letter that led to
the Governor signing an Executive Order to ensure liability
protection during the pandemic.
• Input on Testing: At the VDA’s request, Governor Northam
appointed VDA representatives to be part of his COVID-19
Testing Task Force.
• Re-opening of Practices: VDA asked the Governor to be
consistent with CDC and ADA recommendations and he
allowed openings on May 1. Dr. Elizabeth Reynolds spoke
during the Governor’s press conference on April 29th and
discussed dental practices preparing to safely resume
treatments.

• CARES Act Guidance: VDA provided ongoing advice from
experts and FAQs on navigating the CARES Act.
• Support for Dental Student Graduates: VDA took part
in dialogue with the Virginia Board of Dentistry and the
Governor’s Office to ensure that graduating dental students
have a pathway into the field.
• Relief from Dental Benefits Companies: VDA continues
to advocate so that insurance companies provide relief and
financial support for dentists.

Contribute Today: vadental.org/advocacy/vda-pac
Questions: Contact Laura Givens at givens@vadental.org.
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Dental Practice Transitions
Proud to serve as the VDA endorsed provider of dental transitions for its members

DENTAL PRACTICE SALES | ACQUISITIONS | RECRUITMENT FOR VIRGINIA
Thank you for the opportunity to have served
your needs and goals the ﬁrst half of this year.
With our growing list of bank approved buyerswe’re here to help you ﬁnd the right match for
your practice and patients. Call us for details!

Central Virginia
GP/COSMETIC/IMPLANT DENTISTRY - Extraordinary

SOLO GP - 8 ops, fully digitized, 2,600
active patients, in Richmond’sWest End.
3450 sqft, collections over $720K (2019)

SOLD

SOLO GP - Charming converted home,
900 sqft, 3 ops, over 2000 active patients
near Church Hill and Rocketts Landing.

SOLD

Western Virginia

opportunity in Central VA! $890k in collections (2019)
with 3 ops, working 3.5 days/week. CEREC certiﬁed
with 1-visit veneers/crowns. Over 4,000 active patients.
SOLO GP - Small practice is surrounded by one of RVA’s
most eclectic mix of turn-of-the-century neighborhoods.
Over 35,700 households in 3-m radius, little competition,
3 ops, 2,400 sqft. $360k (2019) avg collections.
COSMETIC ORAL SURGERY PRACTICE - Collections
over $1.9 m (2019). CEREC certiﬁed, reconstructive jaw
surgery specialist, impacted teeth, TMJ, and cosmetic
facial surgery procedures.

SOLO GP - near bustling college towns,
3600 sqft, 5 ops, 2500+active patients,
over $1m collections (2019).

SOLD

GROUP GP - Three-doctor practice,
5 ops, 3600 sqft, 2800 active patients,
$1.2m collections (2019).

SOLD

Eastern Virginia
NORFOLK GP - Collections $700k (2019)
and 5 ops. Eastern Virginia’s economy
continues to grow with a surge in military
spending of $23 billion.

PROSTHODONTIC PRACTICE - General dentist treats
sleep disorders (OSA), TMD and craniofacial pain. Fee
for service, collections of $1.1 million (2019), 4 ops, and
located in the heart of Richmond (pop. over 1 million).

SOLO GP - Kilmarnock avg collections of
$680k, 3600 sqft, 5 ops, paperless, and
Dentrix software. Minutes away from 280
miles of beautiful shoreline!

PEDIATRIC PRACTICE - Highly traﬃcked street in popular

SOLD
in 3 months

West End. Approx 3400 sqft, 8 ops, 2500 active patients,
and collecting over $670k (2019) working 32 hrs/week.
SOLO GP - Well-established famlily practice with loyal

SOLD

patient base of over 3,000 active patients, avg annual
collections of $690k in denseley populated neighborhood..

Let’s be Social...
facebook/leadershipbydesign

in

LinkedIn/leadershipbydesign
Sign up for our newsletter

“Transitions are personal. So are we.”
Leadership by Design | (804) 307-5108 | info@lbdtransitions.com | www.lbdtransitions.com
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PROUD TO BE A VDA MEMBER
NOW MORE THAN EVER
Dr. Bruce Hutchison, VDA PAC Chair

The past few months have taught us
many lessons, some very hard to take.
Life for the foreseeable future is changed.
Dental practice for the foreseeable future
is changed. All of us will be forced to
tighten our belts a little and do with less
for a while. So maybe my VDA dues and
my VDA Political Action Committee (VDA
PAC) contributions can be held back this
year? What a mistake that would be.
The ADA staff worked diligently through
the initial phases of the pandemic to
create a framework to safely reopen
our practices. That framework has been
used as the basis for rules developed by
most states to set the groundwork for reopening. Without those guidelines, where
would we be? The ADA Washington
staff represented us well in the halls of
Congress and influenced the bills that
came out, including the PPP bill. Input
from the ADA was heard and included.
Dentistry was not forgotten. The ADA
fought, and won, the battle to move
dentistry up the chain of importance in
getting access to valuable PPE. Dentistry
moved up the list from 7th most important
to 4th. Without this move, access to
PPE would be even more limited than it
is now. The ADA continues to negotiate
with insurance carriers attempting to help
them see that the cost of business is
rising; therefore, payments to providers

need to increase. There has been some
movement on that issue. The value of
your ADA membership has never been
more visible than it is right now.
In Virginia, the VDA signed on to a letter
with other healthcare organizations
to ensure the liability protection for
healthcare providers and as a result,
Governor Northam activated an Executive
Order to ensure this liability protection
during the pandemic. The VDA requested
that the Governor include dentistry in
discussions regarding testing and, as
a result, the Governor appointed VDA
representatives on his Testing Task
Force. We asked the Governor to be
consistent with guidance from CDC and
recommendations from the ADA. As a
result, the Governor allowed dental offices
in the Commonwealth to re-open on May
1. At his press conference on April 29,
he invited VDA President Dr. Elizabeth
Reynolds to discuss the re-opening of our
dental practices. Other than the Hospital
and Healthcare Association, no other
association representative was invited
to speak. Our Executive Director, Ryan
Dunn, has put together numerous video
“infomercials” and has set up numerous
webinars to help our members through
the changing rules of employment law,
dealing with the PPP loans, and dealing
with unemployment insurance coverage.

These are all available to you at
vadental.org.
Being part of the VDA and ADA is being
part of the solution. We are working
together to address the issues presented
to us by the current pandemic. Tough
decisions must be made- and our input
has been heard. Your past VDA PAC
and ADPAC contributions have allowed
dentistry to be heard in the halls of
Congress and in Richmond in the General
Assembly. Those contributions have
put us in a place of influence. These
contributions have made a difference in
how you practice today.
So, can you afford to allow your VDA
dues to remain unpaid? Can you afford
to not be a member? Can you afford to
stop supporting your VDA PAC? I say,
“Absolutely NOT!” Now is even more
important to support your profession than
ever. Your professional association has
supported you; your legislative efforts
are protecting you and your lobbyists
are fighting for you. We are winning the
battle to return to practice and be there for
our patients. I have never been prouder
of being a VDA member supporting our
profession. I hope you share this pride
with me.
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Small is huge.
At TDSC.com, we provide consistent, competitive pricing for dental practices of
every size, on the highest quality supplies from only authorized sources. This may
seem like a small thing, but in fact, giving dentists more negotiating power in a
dynamic dental supply market on quality supplies helps not only reduce overhead,
but increase control over their entire business. Which is pretty huge.
NEW SUPPLY SAVINGS:

NEW FINANCING OPTION:

Save $50 off your
next order of $500
or more with code
SAVE50-1*.

Enjoy no payments for
up to 6 months and
0% interest with PayPal.**

ENDORSED BY:

* See SAVE at TDSC.com/disclaimer for full terms and conditions. Expires 8.31.20.
** Additional terms and conditions apply. Learn more at TDSC.com/paypal
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NEW CE COURSE
CALENDAR:
Experience the ﬂexibility
of online courses to
earn CE credits from
accredited partners.

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

D-O-G: THE STORY OF HOW
I BECAME “MIRACLE MIKE”
Dr. Michael Link

Most of you know me as Dr. Michael
Link – dentist and former President of
the Virginia Dental Association. My wife,
Melissa, renamed me to “Miracle Mike”
and here’s why…
It was on February 10, while I was asleep,
that I experienced cardiac arrest. Just
days before I had been volunteering
at one of the VDA Foundation’s MOM
Projects, playing golf, working out and
celebrating my great-niece’s birthday
with family members. To put a nice
bow on my activities leading up to “the
event”, Melissa and I had dinner with my
physician and his wife. So, to answer
your question … no, there weren’t any
immediate warning signs, only some
bothersome communication from my body
letting me know something was amiss.

monitor at home, at one point. So, I began
combatting my lack of energy with 5-hour
ENERGY shots, large amounts of caffeine
– and I mean LARGE amounts. I didn’t
think anything of it as my heart began to
race more often, but my heart was failing.
My family would later learn that I suffered
from an electrical problem, not a plumbing
problem. Turns out I have a rare autoimmune disease called sarcoidosis
and for some reason more people from
Maryland, Virginia and the Carolinas are
diagnosed with this disease than any
other region in the world. Sarcoidosis
attacks the heart only 2 to 4 percent of the
time. Most often it attacks the lungs, liver,
and eyes. Typically, patients with cardiac
sarcoidosis are only diagnosed with the
condition if an autopsy is performed.

Lesson #1

Listen to your body!

“Sarcoidosis attacks the
heart only 2 to 4 percent
of the time. Most often
it attacks the lungs,
liver, and eyes. Typically,
patients with cardiac
sarcoidosis are only
diagnosed if an autopsy
is performed.”

The Event

Admittedly, I don’t have memories of
the event or much of my early recovery.
Perhaps it was a blessing for me. My
family and friends do, however, remember
the struggle that ensued.
Melissa said she woke up around 6:15
a.m. to visit the restroom. When she
returned to bed, she heard me gasping for
air. She called my name and shook me to
no avail. Immediately, she called 911 and
began CPR.

Lesson #2

Marry someone who knows and is good
at CPR!
Over the last 5 years or so I noticed my
energy levels dropping and that my heart
would occasionally race – feeling like it
was skipping a beat. I passed several
stress tests and even wore a heart

I joke about it sometimes, but it seems
clear to me that I would not be here today
if it wasn’t for Melissa’s quick thinking and
her ability to perform CPR.
Once the paramedics arrived, they told

Melissa they’d perform advanced CPR
for 30 minutes before they would call the
hospital to discuss with doctors about
how to proceed. During that time, they
shocked my heart three times. According
the paramedics, I didn’t have a heartbeat
for close to 30 minutes. However, the
Captain noticed my oxygen saturation
levels rising around the 30-minute mark.
Just in the nick of time they found a pulse
and I was rushed to the hospital. I cannot
imagine what Melissa was going through
during this time.
Since I was asleep during the event, we
have no idea how long I was deprived
of oxygen. The brain can last up to six
minutes without oxygen but after that
it starts to die. When I arrived at the
hospital, they immediately packed me in
ice to preserve my brain functions.

Miracle #1

If I’d suffered this cardiac arrest at 1:00
a.m., I would have died. Or, if I’d been
downstairs with our dog, as was my usual
morning routine, I would have died.

Miracle #2

Melissa showed extraordinary composure
and performed CPR, which kept me alive
until the paramedics arrived. Now that
I think about it, the miracle was when
I asked Melissa to marry me, she said
“yes”!

Miracle #3

When I arrived at the hospital, they placed
me in an induced coma. On Valentine’s
Day, my family was given the news that I
had experienced extensive damage to the
outer surface of my brain. My eyes were
roving and my body jerking. Basically,
it didn’t look good. The neurologist told
Melissa to buy the book “The 36-Hour
Day.” It is a book for caregivers of those
with dementia and Alzheimer’s.

>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 54
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My sister obtained some holy water from
a church in Lourdes, France. My family
and our Church Deacon Dan, not to be
confused with Lieutenant Dan, prayed
over me and they all sprinkled me with
the holy water and prayed. Within a few
hours, I began to wake up! When asked,
I opened my eyes, I moved my head and
stuck out my tongue. At that point, they
knew there was hope for me after all.

My Brain

Eventually, I was taken off the ventilator
and my strength quickly returned. So
quickly that, when I was left alone for a
moment in the ICU, I got out of bed to visit
the restroom. My brain didn’t understand
my limitations and I immediately fell
and hit my head, losing consciousness.
Once I came to, I had trouble recognizing
family and friends. I couldn’t read, tell
time, identify objects, colors or letters.
However, I could sing the alphabet song!
Melissa, being the loving wife and
awesome nurse, decided to make some
flash cards to stimulate my brain and help
me relearn to read. She recalls showing
me a flash card with the letters D – O
– G and asked me to read it. When I
didn’t respond, she prompted me saying,
“Chipper (our dog’s name) is a ___?”
She could see me thinking for a moment
and then saying, “a pain in the ass!” It
was at that point that Melissa knew that I

“Melissa, being the loving
wife and awesome nurse,
decided to make some
flash cards to stimulate
my brain and help me
relearn to read. She recalls
showing me a flash card
with the letters D – O – G
and asked me to read it.”

was coming back, and miracles really do
happen!

The Recovery

While I was making progress in Riverside
hospital, my family made a gamechanging decision and admitted me into
the world-renowned Shepherd Center, a
rehabilitation hospital for brain and spinal
cord injuries. The hospital is located in
Atlanta, so I experienced my last private
jet flight. To tell you the truth I’d rather
take that private jet to Scotland and
play golf.

Upon arrival, my team of neuropsychologist,
and speech, occupational, physical and
recreational therapists were surprised I
was walking and talking when entering
the facility. There was still so much
recovery to be done. My therapy sessions
were intense, and some days were up to
seven hours long.
Two months after the event I recall the
frustration of trying to watch March
Madness and not knowing which end of
the remote to use! I realized that my brain
wouldn’t allow me to follow the fast-paced
basketball game and that golf was more
my speed.
During one of my sessions, a therapist
asked me a dental question about her
daughter who was born without enamel
on her baby teeth. Somehow, I was able
to immediately recall the syndrome and
I told her that it was a condition called
Amelogenesis Imperfecta and that her
daughter’s permanent teeth should be
OK. She was appreciative and also
impressed until we started our work
search session. She asked me to find
the word DOG. There is that word again!
I spent the next ten minutes looking for
the word but not finding it. My brain just
wasn’t making the connections like it did
in the past.

The Shock

As part of my medical treatment I had
a defibrillator/pacemaker inserted into
my chest to regulate my heartbeat and
shock me if my rhythms got back. This
procedure was a challenge. By now I had
four surgeries and several infections, but
I believed I was finally headed in the right
direction.
After seven weeks at the Shepherd Center,
I was released and able to spend Easter
at home with my family. My body had
taken a major hit and I had lost 28 pounds.
Needless to say, that is no longer an issue.
As things progressed at home, I thought
it was OK for Melissa to take a mini break
from me and go to Williamsburg for a few
hours to see a friend, but once again I
took a turn for the worse.
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I had just awoken from a 40-minute nap
and felt as if I was in a fog. I couldn’t
move and I felt strange. I immediately
called Melissa and told her I thought my
defibrillator had gone off. She called 911
and we were off to Riverside hospital,
yet again.

Miracle #4

When I arrived at the hospital, the doctors
were concerned because my defibrillator
had shocked me not once, not twice,
but five times. Again, another miracle,
because without this device to shock
my heart back into rhythm, I wouldn’t be
here today.
The problem was that the device that
saved my life wasn’t functioning properly
and I endured another surgery to add
more leads from the pacemaker to my
heart. I was discharged from the hospital
but six hours after that my defibrillator
went off again! The good news is that
the device worked properly, and the bad
news was that the next time my heart
needed a kickstart, it may not work. I was
referred over to MCV/VCU to see some
specialists and for yet another surgery to
reposition and to add more leads from my
heart to my pacemaker. My son says I am
now wired for sound! Can you download
iHeartRadio?

Moving Forward

I’ve had numerous surgeries and have
lost count of the number of doctors and
therapists that have helped me recover.
I’m taking so many medications that I
need an Excel spreadsheet to keep track
of them. I have some limitations with my
shoulders due to all of the surgeries and
will gladly accept additional strokes from
anyone who give them to me on the golf
course.

Lesson #3

God has placed his hands on me and
performed a number of miracles. I don’t
know why he saved my life and I don’t
know what his plans are for me, but
I’m thankful and feel blessed to be
here today.

I’ve been told that the brain can continue
to heal for two years following an injury.
I can tell my brain is still healing. I have
come so far and am so grateful. To look at
me, you wouldn’t necessarily know that I
had a brain injury. My wife may tell you a
different story.
Both my long- and short-term memories
are much better. My sister reminded me
that as a young child I had some form of
dyslexia. With that in mind, not only can I
find the word DOG in a word search, but I
can also find the word GOD!
I’ve been asked many times how I am
doing? What is different? Some days I
feel like the same old me, and other days
I can see more recovery time is needed.
Some days I can remember things like I
did before, like Amelogenesis Imperfecta,
while other times I struggle.
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WILLIAMSBURG LODGE
SEPTEMBER 15-19, 2021

A few months ago, we expected to be spending the summer putting the finishing touches on
planning for the biggest Virginia Meeting to-date along with a 150th anniversary celebration
in Norfolk.
Instead, we’re working with the ADA to deliver more than 25,000 facemasks to members, assisting
members with labor and employment and practice management questions as they navigate their
return to work, and fighting to ensure that all members have the support they need to keep their
practices afloat in this time of uncertainty.
While dentists in Virginia have been able to resume seeing patients since the beginning of May, the
Commonwealth is not yet allowing meetings of the size and scope of the Virginia Meeting to occur.
Considering the burden on our members of catching up with patients, the feedback you provided in
the April survey, and, most of all, the safety of all of our members, the Council on Sessions and the
VDA Board of Directors made the difficult decision to cancel the Virginia Meeting for 2020.
We will be sharing information soon about holding the 2020 House of Delegates in a way that
allows full participation, and we will be continuing to offer relevant, high quality CE and networking
opportunities online for our members.
I hope you’ll join us in looking forward to the 2021 Virginia Meeting in Williamsburg. In the
meantime, please reach out to Megan Wyman at wyman@vadental.org with any questions
you have about the Virginia Meeting.
Ryan Dunn
Executive Director

We’ll see you in Williamsburg in 2021!
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HEROES HELPING HEROES

VDA FOUNDATION DONATES PPE AT ONSET OF PANDEMIC
Jim Shannon, Friend of MOM

The Virginia Dental Association
Foundation (VDAF) had to cancel its
Missions of Mercy (MOM) Projects which
were scheduled this spring and summer
in Southampton, Richmond and Wise.
However, it made a lot of lemonade by
using some of the funds it had planned
to spend on these projects to purchase
personal protective equipment (PPE). It
then donated and delivered that PPE to
senior living facilities, clinics, and rescue
and ambulance services in small towns
and rural areas across Virginia. Many of
these donations were made in response
to requests from Doran Hutchinson of
the Virginia Health Care Association.
Coordinated by Dr.Terry Dickinson, and
Barbara Rollins, 13 separate trips were
made in March, April, and May to deliver
PPE to at least 15 different recipients.
Over 2200 miles were driven, and
thousands of masks, gloves, gowns, lab
coats, face shields, and hundreds of cans
of CaviWipes and bottles of hand sanitizer
were acquired and donated.
I was privileged to make those deliveries.
I have volunteered for a few years at

the MOM projects in Wise and Grundy,
and this March, Dr. Dickinson asked if I
would deliver some PPE that the VDAF
was donating. Since I retired last year, I
had time available, and was glad for the
opportunity to help.
I picked up the supplies for all but one
of the trips at Dr. Dickinson’s house in
Richmond. Following two deliveries to
the Richmond Psychiatric Hospital, all of
the trips were out of town. The next was
to Charlottesville to meet Jody Johnson
of the Grottoes Rescue Squad. Grottoes
is in the Valley north of Waynesboro. We
met at the Boar’s Head Inn since we both
knew where that was. The Inn was in the
process of shutting down, but fortunately
for me, the lobby and bathroom were still
open. She pulled up in a rescue crash
truck and after we loaded the supplies in
her truck, she gave me an insulated metal
drink cup with the Squad’s logo on it.
The first trip in April involved stops at four
different senior care facilities: The Village
at Gordon in Gordonsville, Rosewood
Village north of Charlottesville, The

Retreat at Fishersville, and The Oak
Grove Manor which is between New Hope
and Dooms, north of Waynesboro (thank
you, GPS). With 20 beds, Oak Grove
Manor may have been the smallest facility
I visited. Actually, I didn’t “visit” any facility,
I would put the cartons of supplies on a
bench or chair outside the building, then
step away so that the staff could come get
it and carry it inside.
The next April trip was to Wonder City
Rehab in Hopewell, and the NorthView
Home for Adults outside of South Hill.
The GPS was handy again, as I drove
by NorthView twice, thinking it was a
farmhouse with outbuildings. My brother
lives in Raleigh, and he was able to meet
me after the deliveries at a rest stop near
South Hill to catch up a little.
The next week, I drove to Exit 156 off I-81
north of Roanoke to meet Sheila Wilson.
She manages two senior homes, one in
Stuart, southwest of Martinsville, and the
other in Dublin, west of Blacksburg. She
was particularly grateful for the PPE, and
told me that without it, their staffs simply
would not have been able to provide
every service each resident needed.
Sheila introduced me to the Brugh’s Mill
Country Store, the only establishment at
that exit. It features nice people, great
baked chicken, and a very nice gift shop,
where I picked out a cute bunny for my
stepdaughter.
Still in April, I travelled to Accordius, a
senior care facility in Emporia. For this
trip, I picked up the PPE at Barbara and
Joe Rollins’s house in Chester. It was
great to chat with them, especially since
the MOM projects, where we usually see
each other, are on hold.
Return trips were made in April to
Accordius, and to meet Shiela again

>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 58
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>> CONTINUED FROM PAGE 57
(which allowed me to try the grilled
chicken at Brugh’s Mill - very good, but
get the baked).
The last April trip was to Skyview Springs
Rehab in Luray, my favorite drive of all.
The Skyline Drive was closed, but Rt 231
from Madison to Sperryville is as pretty
as they come, and Rt 340 from Luray to
Elkton is beautiful as well.
In early May, Dr. Dickinson saw an
article in the Richmond paper describing
an acute shortage of PPE which was
threatening the ability of ambulance
services in the Harrisonburg area to
continue to transport patients. He wasn’t
familiar with the people or companies
mentioned, so he called Jody Johnson
at Grottoes. She knew the providers well
and agreed to contact them to determine
whether VDAF could help. After Dr.
Dickinson and Jody spoke again, I was
on my way to Charlottesville to meet Jody
once more. I didn’t get another cup, but
Jody did distribute our supplies among
those who needed it most.
My last two trips in May were likely the
final PPE trips for the VDAF, as the
shortage of supplies has eased. They
were to the Horizon Health Clinic in
Ivor, and the next day to an Accordius
facility in Wakefield. These towns are
about 10 miles apart on Rt. 460 between
Petersburg and Suffolk. On the return
from Ivor, I detoured to the Bennett’s
Creek Market in North Suffolk to pick up
chicken salad and barbecue for several
friends who appreciate how good it is.
On my return from Wakefield, after lunch
at the Virginia Diner, I discovered a huge
solar farm on my way to Scotland Wharf
to catch the Jamestown Ferry. The ferry is
still running every 20 minutes, is free, and
still has the best views of Jamestown and
the 3 ships. The ride back to Richmond
on Rt. 5 was a beautiful way to wrap up a
series of rewarding trips.
I am grateful to the VDAF, and particularly
to Dr. Terry Dickinson, Barbara Rollins,
Tara Quinn and Robbie Schureman for
giving me the opportunity to take some
beautiful drives, meet some wonderful
people, and to accept, on your behalf,
the heartfelt thanks of the heroes who
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are on the front lines in small and
often underserved communities, and
who receive precious little support
and recognition for their efforts. VDA
members should take great pride in their
Foundation’s efforts to assist worthy
organizations with such urgent needs.
Note: In addition to Jim Shannon’s
deliveries, the Richmond Dental Society
donated masks and gloves. PPE donation
drives were also organized by Dr. Karen
McAndrew and Dr. McKenzie Woodard.
The much needed and appreciated
supplies were placed in over 26 facilities
throughout Central Virginia.
Overall, VDAF and partners delivered
PPE to and arranged pick-ups for 65 long
term care facilities, nursing and rehab
facilities, rescue squads, police and fire
departments. Donated PPE included
192,855 gloves, 38,123 masks, 5,004
gowns/jackets, 296 canisters of Cavicide,
387 face shields and 336 oz. hand
sanitizer which were in short supply.
Thank you to all who stepped forward
to help fill this need during these very
challenging times.
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MEET THE CANDIDATES

VOTING BEGINS JULY 23, 2020 AT VADENTAL.ORG/VOTE

PRESIDENT-ELECT (1 position available)
Dr. Caitlin
Batchelor
It has never been so
clear how important
organized dentistry
is to the future of
the profession, and I
would be honored to
be selected to serve
as the voice of
dentists in Virginia. I come to the position
with the goal of serving the member
dentists, advancing and elevating
the future of dentistry, and growing
opportunities for members to connect,
engage, and build relationships with
each other and the Association. Being
an active member in the Shenandoah
Valley Dental Association and the Virginia
Dental Association has enhanced my
life professionally and personally so
much, and I am ready to give back to the
Association that has given me so much,
while serving members by helping to
ensure a bright future for the profession.

Dr. Scott
Berman
Our Association is
at a crossroads.
The most prevalent
challenge for
VDA members
is change. Our
Central Office staff
has gone through
significant personnel changes. Our
profession is seeing significant economic,
regulatory and demographic changes.
We are challenged in many arenas by
forces inside and outside our profession.
Managing change (can you say Covid?),
that is what I see as the next PresidentElect’s mission. We are going to need
to adapt and change for our members
to survive and thrive. The things we see
as challenges are going to need to be
leveraged as opportunities. If we see
new technologies like social media and
online marketing as a threat to the way
we have always practiced, then we need
to excel in those areas to use them to our
advantage. We will need to be proactive
with changes on the horizon and work to
shape our future to our and our patients’
advantage. Molding events in the future
to our profession’s advantage, that is my
vision for the next President. Even though
we are challenged by these changes and
influential forces, we must not let this be
an inflection point that diminishes our
professionalism or in any way lessens our
reputation with our patients and the public
at large. As Component Past-President,
I said I would filter each decision through
the prism of three questions. Is it good for
member dentists? Is it good for patients?
Is it good for the profession? At least two
of those answers had to be “yes” before
I could consider supporting an issue.

Ideally, all three were a “yes”. That is my
governing framework as President. Now,
am I qualified to do that? That’s a difficult
one to answer. I know I can handle the
mechanics of the job. For instance, as
Component VIII Program Chair I ran a
successful CE program that was also
revenue positive. However, I think my
greater asset is sensing the need for
a change and looming problems. As
President I made changes to save money
that were met with resistance but were,
I think, the right choice. For example, I
made the decision to end Yellow Pages
advertising/bold listing for our Component.
This saved $3600 and was implemented
after I had our executive director track
how many people called from that ad.
In my first year as Speaker, I sensed
that our opening session of HOD might
have trouble achieving a quorum, based
on past year difficulties. I anticipated
the problem, mentioned it at our BOD
meeting the day before, and researched
and arranged how to handle that so the
whole weekend and our HOD sessions
would run smoothly. I also did what
was needed to change our governing
documents to prevent a recurrence.
The VDA is a strong organization that
deserves good leadership. If elected, I
would use my talents and those of the
people around me to further our cause.
My only goal is to serve our members,
patients and profession. Thank you for
considering me.
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ADA DELEGATE (4 positions available)
Dr. Frank
Iuorno
Having served as an alternate delegate and
delegate in the past and given my current
active status on an ADA Council as well
as president-elect of the Virginia Dental
Association, I believe I am very aware of
all issues affecting the dentists of not only
Virginia, but the 16th District. It would be my
honor to continue to serve as a Delegate to
the ADA.

Dr. Richard
Taliaferro
I am running for re-election as an ADA
Delegate for the next 3 year term. I have
previously served in several leadership
positions in the VDA. I have served as an
Alternate ADA Delegate for 5 years and
am finishing my first 3 year term as an ADA
Delegate. I have devoted a good deal of
time serving as an Alternate Delegate and
a Delegate. I take the position seriously and work to prepare
for the 16th District Caucus and when I am sitting on the Floor
at the ADA meeting of the House of Delegates and submitting
my votes. We have many important issues that will affect the
ADA and its members. We have to do what is best for the ADA,
its members, and our patients both now and for the future. I
respectfully ask that you vote for me and I will do my best to
reward your confidence in voting for me. Yours for a strong ADA,
Rick Taliaferro
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Dr. Justin
Norbo
It has been a pleasure serving as alternate
delegate on the 16th district delegation.
I believe that the Virginia delegation has
one of the more influential and strongest
voices in the House of Delegates of the
American Dental Association. I am seeking
the position of delegate to continue to bring
a strong voice to the House. I feel that my
previous service and experience qualifies me to contribute to the
decisions made at the ADA level. The ADA has some challenges
ahead in the next few years including membership, financial
sustainability, and relevance. Each of these listed issues affects
each and every one of us as dentists. It is important that we
continue to have a strong American Dental Association to be the
voice of the profession and the leader in oral healthcare. I am
committed and dedicated to doing my best to ensure that the
Association continues to carry the flag. I humbly ask for your vote
and support to continue to serve on the delegation.

Dr. Brenda
Young
It would be privileged to serve as an ADA
Delegate representing the Virginia Dental
Association. I have served for several years
as Alternate Delegate and wish to continue
being an active voice and representative for
our profession. As an ADA Delegate, it is my
duty to work at protecting our profession for
the present and future. We need to preserve
our ability to practice as we desire, protect and serve our patients,
and promote a profession that attracts and encourages students
to follow in our footsteps. There are many changes ahead of us
and I would like to be an active part of the process. It would be an
honor to serve as ADA Delegate and representative of Virginia. I
greatly appreciate your support.
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ADA ALTERNATE DELEGATE (5 positions available)
Dr. Mark
Crabtree
Dentistry faces challenges on many fronts
and as an ADA Alternate Delegate, I would
be honored to work on our profession’s
difficult issues on your behalf. The ADA
Board of Trustees have appointed me to a
4 year term on the Council on Government
Affairs. As a member of this Council, I am
very involved with all areas of the Council’s
work. Serving as an Alternate Delegate will allow me to be more
effective in advancing Virginia and the 16th District interests
to the ADA House. “The Council on Government Affairs (CGA)
recommends policies related to legislative and regulatory issues,
including the formulation of proposed federal legislation. The
Council also disseminates information to assist state and local
societies on state legislative and regulatory matters. The CGA is
the Association’s liaison with agencies of the federal government,
especially those agencies that employ dental personnel.” My life
experiences have prepared me well to serve you in this arena.
I am committed to ensuring that the ADA’s efforts to protect
our interests remain a high priority for the ADA. I’m proud to be
a dentist practicing in Virginia and I will be honored to further
serve you as an Alternate-Delegate to the ADA. If we work
collaboratively, we can meet the challenges before us in a way
that will improve our profession while protecting our core value
of improving the oral health of our patients. Thank you granting
me the opportunity to represent your interests on the ADA
Delegation.

Dr. Dani
Howell
I have had the pleasure of serving as an
Alternate Delegate to the 16th District
Delegation for the past three years.
Not only have I gained knowledge and
experience, but I have also been inspired
by the exceptional leadership in our
delegation. Dentistry is changing and
facing new obstacles; being towards the
beginning of my career, it is imperative to me to take an active
role in protecting and shaping the future of our profession. I hope
to represent the concerns of the general membership and use
my voice to lend a new dentist’s perspective to the discussion.
I believe my understanding of the tripartite membership, my
experience at each level, and my desire to work towards a
stronger association qualify me for this position. Thank you
for your support and consideration, I have thoroughly enjoyed
my time on the delegation, and I look forward to having the
opportunity to continue serving as ADA Alternate Delegate.

Dr. Melanie
Wilson Hartman
There are many reasons I am seeking to
serve as an ADA Alternate Delegate. I have
served on Component 8’s delegation to
the VDA House of Delegates since early
in my career. I am the current Chair of our
component’s Board of Directors and am
both able and willing to present the opinions
of my colleagues as well as to offer my
own. We are blessed with great leaders in the current ADA
House of Delegates—leaders who strive to protect our beloved
profession, the public, our future, and the future of those dentists
who will practice after us. I believe that we can only protect
what we have worked so hard to establish by staying involved in
and committed to organized dentistry. Only then may we wisely
and proactively address the challenges that come our way. It
goes without saying that in the present moment our profession
confronts a myriad of challenges and rapid changes in how we
practice, and I have never been prouder to be an ADA member. If
elected, I will make myself available to my peers and colleagues
and work to facilitate our shared goals. I am fully committed to
the duties and responsibilities of the position, and it would be an
honor and privilege to serve our great profession at the national
level. Thank you for your consideration!

Dr. Bruce
Hutchison
I love representing the VDA and Virginia
dentists in the ADA House of Delegates. It
is an honor and a privilege that I do not take
lightly. I spend the time to be prepared and
take the time to learn the issues, discuss
the possibilities, and lobby for the position
I believe is best for our profession, our
patients, and the dentists of America and
Virginia. I want to spend the next two years helping the younger
members of our delegation “learn the ropes” to carry on the
tradition of great leadership from Virginia and the 16th District.

Dr. David
Marshall
I would like to further my involvement and
experience in organized dentistry. My past
experience at the local and State levels
will segue nicely into the ADA level. I have
VDA delegate experience for multiple
years. I have served in all possible offices
in the Tidewater Dental Association and am
currently on the Board of Directors in the
Virginia Dental Association.
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
THROUGH JUNE 1, 2020

Dr. Monica Restrepo – Ashburn –
Connecticut-St Mary’s Hospital Dental
Health Center 2016
Dr. Olivia Trancik – Newport News – Indiana
University School of Dentistry 2019

Dr. Rosemary Ahanor – Fairfax – New York
University College of Dentistry 2016
Dr. Lina Al Jarrah – Sterling – University of
Colorado Denver School of Dental Medicine
2019

Dr. Janie Anderson-Kimble – Campbell –
Howard University College of Dentistry 1987
Dr. David Polk – Bedford – University of
Maryland School of Dentistry 1996

Dr. Jonathan Vo – Annandale – University of
Maryland School of Dentistry 2019

Dr. Young Cho – Prince William – Virginia
Commonwealth University School of
Dentistry 2011

Dr. Alexis Wilson – Fairfax – Boston
University Goldman School of Dental
Medicine 2015

Dr. Maria Hodas – Fairfax – Howard
University College of Dentistry 2013
Dr. Maria Island – Fairfax – Tufts University
School of Dental Medicine 2005
Dr. Andrew Jelinek – Warrenton – Virginia
Commonwealth University School of
Dentistry 2019
Dr. Jeffrey Spence – Charlottesville –
Virginia Commonwealth University School of
Dentistry 1993
Dr. Nancy Stranix – Charlottesville – Virginia
Commonwealth University School of
Dentistry 2012
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Dr. Carla Stephan – Fairfax – University of
Maryland School of Dentistry 2019

Dr. Lance Cheng – Vienna – Virginia
Commonwealth University School of
Dentistry 2017

Dr. Muazzam Farooq – Woodbridge –
Howard University College of Dentistry 2019

Dr. John Doyle – Wytheville – University of
Tennessee HSC College of Dentistry 2003

Dr. Melissa Smiley – Fairfax – Nova
Southeastern University College of Dental
Medicine 2015

Dr. Ananya Michera – Loudon – Virginia
Commonwealth University School of
Dentistry 2019
Dr. Giannina McBryde – Ashburn – OHMercy Medical Center 2016
Dr. Tamanna Nabi - Prince William – Case
Western Reserve University 2018

MEMBERSHIP

IN MEMORY OF:
Name

City

Date

Age

Dr. James H. Butler

Richmond

5/4/20

83

Dr. Frank H. Farrington

Chattanooga, TN

4/10/20

80

Dr. Jeremiah J. Kelliher

Springfield

4/22/20

87

Dr. Nathan Shreve Spitler

Ashburn

2/2/20

88

ZeeDDS: Dental Detective Series
>> CROSSWORD ANSWERS CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27
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Editor’s Note: Dr. Zaneta Hamlin
is Chair of the VDA Council on
Membership.
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IN MEMORY OF DR. FRANK FARRINGTON
Dr. Tegwyn Brickhouse

Dr. Frank Farrington passed away
on Friday April 10th after a period of
declining health. He is predeceased
by his wife Vickie. Frank will be fondly
remembered by many as a good man,
a great man, a wonderful father, super
grandfather, Daddyman, mentor, and
most of all a Friend.
Frank was a long-time chair of Pediatric
Dentistry at VCU School of Dentistry
and champion for people with special
needs. He was a wonderful soul and
will be greatly missed. He spent most
of his dental career at the Virginia
Commonwealth University School of
Dentistry where he retired as Emeritus
Professor of Pediatric Dentistry. Dr.
Frank practiced for almost 50 years and
was dedicated to children with special
needs. He published numerous journal
articles and served as an officer of many
professional organizations.
He was beloved by faculty, students, and
patients. I met Dr. Farrington in 1996 at
the Southeastern Society of Pediatric
Dentistry meeting when I was a first-year
pediatric dental resident at UNC. He was
a huge part of the reason I came to VCU
and took my first faculty position at the
School of Dentistry. The first endowed
Distinguished Professorship in the
Department of Pediatric Dentistry was
created in 2014 to honor his work. The
Frank H. Farrington, D.D.S. and the Arthur
P. Mourino, D.D.S. Fund in Pediatric
Dentistry has a mission is to advance
the specialty of pediatric dentistry and
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to improve children’s
oral health in Virginia.
This fund was
spearheaded by Dr.
Carl Atkins and Dr.
Randy Adams. “Given
the contributions to
the pediatric specialty
and the VCU School
of Dentistry itself, I
thought we needed a
way to honor them,”
Atkins said. “They
were mentors of mine
until they retired. They
influenced most of the
dental student body at
large, including me.”

Dr. Frank shows kids how dentists make impressions to make
their dentures.

Dr. Randy Adams was
in the very first class of pediatric dental
residents trained at VCU. He states, “I
thought it was a great idea. Since I was
in VCU’s first class of pediatric dentistry, I
thought I needed to step up,” he said. “My
dental career has definitely been aided by
Farrington and Mourino. What I am today
as a dentist is because of them. I owe
them a lot.”
Frank was involved with SSPD from
the beginning and was a life member,
Past President and Executive Director
until he retired in 2012. He was very
active and committed to the SSPD and
encouraged all his residents to get
involved in organized dentistry. One of
his other professional passions was his
involvement with the National Foundation

for Ectodermal Dysplasia and serving
on their board. Because of his service
and leadership, the SSPD established
the Frank H. Farrington Service and
Leadership Award Scholarship program.
“Our hearts are heavy knowing that our
beloved Dr. Farrington is gone,” NFED
Executive Director Mary Fete said.
“Perhaps no other health professional has
impacted our NFED family more during
his 40 years of service to the Foundation.
He got involved before there was even
officially an organization. I can’t imagine
the NFED without him. He had dedication
and heart.”
Editor’s Note: Dr. Brickhouse is a boardcertified pediatric dentist and Chair,
Department of Dental Public Health, VCU
School of Dentistry.

Classifieds

JOBS:
Dentists
6674 - Seeking Motivated Dentist
Fredericksburg and Stafford Virginia
Seeking a highly motivated Associate
Dentist to come into our 2 office location
practice in Fredericksburg and Stafford,
VA. Our practice has been established
since 2011 and produces 2.6 million/
year. We are a general dental practice
with a large, loyal patient base. We
perform a wide range of services from
Cosmetic Dentistry, Family Dentistry,
Pediatric Dentistry, Endodontics,
Orthodontics, TMJ, Sleep Apnea,
Implants, Prosthodontics, and both IV and
Oral Sedation. We have a highly trained,
loyal, and motivated staff, as well as
an onsite full-service dental. We offer a
great opportunity for a motivated dentist
looking to work as an associate in a family
owned practice with ample opportunity for
growth as well as future opportunity for
ownership if desired.
Contact: Joshua/Melissa Swanson
540-710-1088
drswanson@qualitydentalva.com
6677 - Associate Dentist
Central VA
Busy, state-of-the-art general dental
practice seeking associate dentist.
Practice sees 30/40 new patients a month
and grossing over 1.7 million a year.
Looking for the right candidate to mentor
and eventually buy into practice. Practice
treats all types of dentistry from Endo,
full arch implants, kids, etc. Looking for
a highly motivated, independent, hardworking individual to help us out ASAP.
Please send resume and/or questions to
cvadentist@gmail.com.
Contact: 434-384-3208
6573 - Associate Dentist
Chantilly, VA
Fast paced, quality-oriented Cosmetic
and Family General Practice seeks

VDA Classifieds allows you to conveniently browse and place ads on the VDA
website and in this publication. VDA Members can advertise with VDA Classifieds
for FREE. Nonmembers are also welcome to place ads for a fee. Please visit
vdaclassifieds.org for details on advertising with us.

motivated, compassionate dentist in
Chantilly, VA. Established non-corporate
practice with experienced support staff
provides room for growth in a wellstructured environment. PPO insurance
and FFS only. Competitive full benefits
package includes health insurance,
malpractice and disability insurance, CE
allowance, 401k with match, and paid lab
bills. Two years of experience or AEGD/
GPR residency program required with
oral surgery and endo skills preferred.
Veterans are encouraged to apply.
Please email your CV to
dentistryinloco@gmail.com.
6687 - General Dentist
Suffolk, VA
GENERAL DENTIST Could this fantastic
unique opportunity be yours? Seeking
a compassionate, self-motivated dentist
to join our dental family. We are a wellestablished, ever-growing, state-of-theart private practice located in beautiful
Tidewater Virginia between Williamsburg
and Virginia Beach where patient care
is our top priority! Our dedicated team is
experienced and knowledgeable. Future
buy in is available. Please contact us at
757-560-0659 and send CV or resume to
suffolksmiles@gmail.com.
6688 - Associate Dentist
Tidewater, VA
High tech one-of-a-kind excellent
private practice with a fantastic dental
team in Southeast Virginia looking
for an associate dentist. We have all
kinds of lasers, 3D cone beam, all
electric handpieces, Sonicfill, digital
radiography, Nomad and all the BEST
to bring the BEST care to our patients.
We are passionate about professional
development through continuing
education. Our in-office Study Club offers
a most unique experience for growth
with mentoring in specialty areas. Email
contemporarydental21@gmail.com if
interested in this great opportunity!

6690 - Available Immediately
Williamsburg
One of our dentists is staying home with
her little one. This leaves an incredible
opportunity for YOU, as the practice is
already built. Want to live and work in
beautiful Williamsburg? Do you have at
least two years experience? This might
be your opportunity! We have everything:
Digital Impressions with iTero, 3D CBCT,
Dexis, BioHorizons Implants, IV and
Oral Sedation, everything right here.
Three terrific dentists to bounce ideas
off of. Come out of this Covid crisis like a
champ. Join our 16 operatory practice...
and never look back. Full time (4 days per
week). No nights or weekends. If you are
a caring, conscientious dentist who does
extraordinary work and want to join our
team and grow with us, please email your
resume at tkjohnstondds@gmail.com.
Contact: Timothy K. Johnston DDS,
757-564-0804
6691 - Associate to Traditional
Private Practice
Hampton Roads
Atlantic Dental Care has multiple
opportunities for General Dentists. We
are a unique group 100% owned by our
dentists, preserving the private practice
of dentistry. Our 130 dentists have a
shared vision of delivering quality care in
the communities (Williamsburg to Virginia
Beach) we serve through our 80 locally
owned offices. We are a group practice
for dentists by dentists.Tired of working
for someone else come join us and begin
your pathway to ownership of your own
practice. Benefits include 401k, health
insurance, and HSA. Tired of working for
someone else, or a recent graduate, ADC
is designed to provide you with the clinical
and business mentoring to ensure your
success. Meet us at
youtu.be/D1LBEvGgIu8 and
www.atlanticdentalcare.net/.
Confidentiality Assured.
Contact: Marina, 757-455-5554
atlanticdentalcare@cox.net

6694 - Associate General Dentist
Leesburg
State-of-the-art practice in Leesburg, VA
is looking for an experienced general
dentist for 3-4 days per week. Must be
patient care driven, can work well with
others and excellent chair-side manners.
We are a well established practice with a
very friendly team. Qualifications: at least
five years experience, valid malpractice
insurance, valid VA license, and excellent
communications.
Contact: 703-938-4880
joseph@royalofman.com
6699 - Part-time General Dentist
Orange, VA
We have a wonderful, busy, family
oriented dental office. Before the
Covid-19 pandemic we were doing
great and then we were forced to cut
back like everyone else. We have taken
measures to adjust to the changing
environment. Our associate dentist before
the pandemic has chosen not to return to
clinical dentistry so there is an immediate
position available. If you are interested
in high quality dentistry in a very caring
environment then we would love for
you to consider joining our team. We
are located in central Virginia about 30
minutes from Charlottesville and 1 hour
from Richmond. Please email or give us a
call if you are interested.
Contact: Becky Rollins, 540-672-3661
halefamilydentistry@gmail.com
6704 - Work in Nature’s Paradise!
Chincoteague, VA
Do you want to run your own Dental
Office with support & potential for
ownership? Morrison Dental Group is
looking for a motivated Doctor interested
in unlimited earning potential to work
with experienced Staff in Chincoteague,
VA. The office is nestled on Main Street
& located on the Harbor. It consists
of 5 operatories with new equipment
in a digital office including Extra-oral
radiography, I-Tero, Sensors and Implant
Motor & Surgical Kits. The ideal candidate
would have 2+ years experience and/or
GPR or AEGD Residency. Chincoteague
offers a small town experience, safe
environment, good schools and a
reasonable cost of living. There is an
established patient base- be busy right
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away! Salary guarantee vs. commission;
Health Benefits, CE allowance,
Malpractice paid, 401K.
Contact: Alison Morrison, 757-719-2237
amorrison@morrisondentalgroup.com
6705 - General Dentist Needed
McLean and Arlington
Busy high-quality state-of-the-art multispecialty perio-pros dental practice
seeking part time and or full time highly
motivated experienced individual who
wishes to focus on providing highest
quality dentistry while improving skills.
Great work environment with experience
friendly staff. Excellent income potential.
Please send your CV to Dr. Adili at
dradili@idealdentalsolutions.com.
6710 - Associate Position with
Purchase Option
Center of Virginia
Associate Dentist for general practice
serving Central Virginia’s rural and urban
patients with a purchase option. We value
quality versus quantity and have patients
who commute over an hour because of
this. Dentists routinely share knowledge.
Benefit package includes 401k, health
& malpractice insurance, VDA/ADA
dues, license fees, CE, etc. If you are
a new graduate from dental school or
resident program, a guaranteed salary is
possible. We are open for routine dental
procedures. We did 2 days of training
with ADA/VDA guidance and staff input
and are constantly revising as needed.
Patients and staff feel safe. If you are
looking for a practice where patients
appreciate you and your treatment, this
is what you’ll find. Enjoy a rural practice
setting close to 3 cities.
Contact: Dr. Saxon, 434-390-7127
saxondds@kinex.net
6711 - Associate Dentist
Northern Virginia
A Patient centered dental practice is
looking for a general dentist to join our
team. PT and/or FT. Candidates must
have excellent communication and clinical
skills, good chair-side manners, desire
to deliver high quality dental care to our
patients. Flexible hours, some Saturdays.
Partnership and buy-in opportunity for
right person. Private practice experiences
preferred. Please respond with your

resume to Dr. Kenneth Qiu at
mrds246@gmail.com.
6447 - AMAZING DENTIST
Midlothian, VA
In search of an AMAZING dentist who
loves to grow, loves to learn, loves to
teach, and strives for excellence! We
are a general and sedation focused FFS
practice in Midlothian, VA that aims for
excellence in all aspects of inter-office
and patient encounter/treatment. If you
can add to this environment, contact
us with: 1) resume 2) Where you see
yourself in 1, 3, 5 years 3) favorite stress
relief!
Contact: Ashley 804-379-4483
midlodentist1@gmail.com
6736 - Associate Dentist
Louisa, VA
Associate dentist position in our busy
Louisa family and cosmetic dental
practice. All aspects of general and
pediatric dentistry. Must have a current
Va dental license with friendly and
professional demeanor, excellent
communication skills, and dedicated to
ensuring the highest quality of ethical
care for our patients. A well-established
practice for a dentist who wants to join a
quality practices in search of a long-term
career opportunity. Full-time/part time
Tues-Friday 8am-6pm 35% collectionslab charges and any adjustments
Contact: John Andre 804-314-7165
johnjandre59@gmail.com
6750 - General Dentist
Charlottesville/Fishersville
Interviewing for a full time General
Dentist. This position is 4- 5 days weekly
and our locations serve Charlottesville,
VA and Staunton/Waynesboro, VA
communities. The two locations are
approximately 40 miles apart. The
majority of our well-trained teams have
been with our practices anywhere from
5-23 years. Our support staff has a vast
amount of experience to ensure your
success. We strive to provide dentistry
in a manner that is inclusive of quadrant
restorative at one appointment, A/R is
not an issue at either of our practices,
we are equipped with scanners and
E4D technology to provide same day
crowns, Health Insurance, 401k offered.

Please call today to learn more about our
practices and schedule an interview.
Contact: JC Wolfe 434-242-8888 (Kelly)
kbreeden@drjcwolfe.com
6753 - Associate General Dentist (FT/PT)
Virginia Beach, VA
Wernick Family Dentistry in Virginia
Beach, VA is a private general dentistry
practice looking for a full time or part time
Associate Dentist to join our practice,
treating ages 3yrs and older. We pride
ourselves on our ability to build trusting
relationships with our patients and place
a heavy emphasis on patient comfort,
communication, and education. We
hold ourselves to a higher standard
and offer preventive, restorative, and
cosmetic dentistry. Wernick Family
Dentistry is located in a 10 operatory
suite, including 4 hygiene rooms and 6
restorative operatories, a limited on-site
lab, Panoramic radiograph machine
and CEREC machine. Full Time hours
of operation are from 8am to 5pm for
a 4 day schedule: typically Mon, Tues,
Thurs, and Fri. Compensation based on
experience.

Practice
Transitions
6686 - Motivated Seller
North Shore – Virginia Beach
This motivated seller suffered a stroke
right as the COVID-19 virus was causing
a shut down. Not returning to work! There
is currently a full time associate in the
practice who will gladly stay (doesn’t have
to). Just combined two offices - together
collecting $800,000. Will let this office
go for $495,000. MOTIVATED! 4 fully
equipped rooms. (2 dental, 2 hygiene). All
digital x-rays, records etc. This is a steal.
You have to see it to believe it.
Contact: Sheryl
sheryl@goodneighbordental.com
6692 - Private Practice Ownership
Hampton Roads
Atlantic Dental Care has multiple
purchase opportunities for general
dentists. ADC is a group practice 100%

owned by its dentists. Our 130 dentists
have a shared vision of delivering quality
care in the communities (Williamsburg
to Virginia Beach) we serve through 80
locally owned offices. We are a group
practice for dentists by dentists. Tired of
working for someone else come join us
and begin your pathway to ownership as
we preserve traditional private practice.
Benefits include 401k, health insurance,
125 plan, and HSA. Whether you’re
tired of working for someone else, a
recent graduate or student, ADC has
opportunities for outright purchase as well
as mentorships. Meet the dentists of ADC
at youtu.be/D1LBEvGgIu8 and
www.atlanticdentalcare.net/.
Confidentiality Assured.
Contact: Marina 757-455-5554
atlanticdentalcare@cox.net
6696 - Practice Transition
Hampton, VA
Headline: Great Satellite, Start-up
Opportunity or Your New Forever Practice
Home Practice located on a busy 4 lane
roadway, with a highly visible corner lot
in Hampton, VA. Practice owner wants
to sell the real estate with the practice.
Owner is flexible with financing both the
practice and real estate. Also, willing
to rent with option to purchase. Dental
office is located on a large lot with room
for expansion. Practice has been in this
location for the last 31 years.
Please email inquiries to
familydentistryusa@yahoo.com
Contact: Wayne Oplinger, 570-760-1069
6709 - Dentist Retiring
Chesapeake, VA
Twelve year old, one dentist practice,
6 plumbed operatories, 4 chairs, digital
X-ray, cone beam, 4 day week with 6
hygiene days, $606,000 gross in 2019.
This office is perfect for dentist doing
his/her own grafting and implants.
Chesapeake, 2nd largest city in Virginia,
excellent schools and family oriented
community, boating, fishing, 30 min to
beach. Practice located in growth corridor,
excellent location. Priced to sell, Dr ready
to retire, will consider soft transition.
Asking $325,000
Contact: pjabla@verizon.net

6726 - PROSTHODONTIC PRACTICE
FOR SALE
Central Virginia
Do you specialize in Sleep Disorders,
TMD and Craniofacial Pain? This highly
profitable fee-for-service practice with
collections over $1.1 million (2019) is
located in one of the most highly soughtafter residential/commercial districts in
Central Virginia (pop. over 1 million).
General and specialty practice is wellknown throughout state for diagnosing
and treating TMD, as well as head,
neck, and facial pain patients. 2200
sqft beautifully designed office with 4
operatories. Deep and broad referral
network, doc is willing to remain on parttime. Complete our confidential BUYER
INTEREST form for details:
www.lbdtransitions.com/buyerregistration-form.html
Contact: Elizabeth Schroeder Craig
804-787-4829
elizabeth@lbdtransitions.com
6727 - EASTERN VA DENTAL
PRACTICE FOR SALE
Norfolk, VA
Eastern Virginia’s economy continues
to grow in 2020 with a surge in military
spending of $23 billion. This is a great
opportunity to serve those who serve our
country. General practice offers tons of
benefits for someone looking to acquire a
second location or move into ownership.
Collections over $700k, 5 operatories,
and strong patient-base. Doctor willing
to remain on as an Associate before
retirement. Find out more. Doctor is
willing to remain on as an Associate to
ensure successful transition. Interested?
Complete the Buyer Registration Form
for details.
Contact: Elizabeth Schroeder Craig,
804-787-4829
elizabeth@lbdtransitions.com
6728 - DENTAL PRACTICE FOR SALE
Colonial Heights
Are you looking to grow your dental
practice with 700-900 new patients this
year? Consider bringing on a semiretired dentist looking to scale back
his hours while acquiring charts of
this well-respected, long withstanding
general dental practice. Solo dentist
has developed great relationships
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within this solid, stable community of
families in the Tri-Cities and Chester
area. Two treatment rooms and annual
collections with doctor working part-time
(and no marketing) is approximately
$300k. Complete our confidential Buyer
Registration Form to learn more.
www.lbdtransitions.com/buyerregistration-form.html
Contact: Elizabeth Schroeder Craig
804-787-4829
elizabeth@lbdtransitions.com
6729 - NORTHERN NECK PRACTICE
FOR SALE
Kilmarnock, VA
There’s nothing quite like the charm of
a small town. This gem of a practice is
located in Lancaster county and has
collections over $680k (2019) operating
just 3 days a week - you can easily move
to full-time. 1600 sqft (expandable to
3,600 sqft) with 5 operatories, digital
x-rays, paperless, and Dentrix software.
Kilmarnock is THE hub for medical/dental
services from surrounding counties of
Lancaster, Northumberland, Middlesex,
and more. Over 280 miles of shoreline
to enjoy - and just over an hour’s drive
from Newport News, Richmond and
Williamsburg. Enjoy small-town living at
its best! Complete our confidential Buyer
Registration Form for details at
www.lbdtransitions.com/buyerregistration-form.html
Contact: Elizabeth Schroeder Craig
807-787-4829
elizabeth@lbdtransitions.com

JOBS:
Office Staff
6684 - Dental Hygienist - Full & Part
Time Opportunities!
Richmond, VA
Morrison Dental Group is seeking a
Registered Dental Hygienist for our
Richmond & Midlothian locations - Full &
Part-Time Opportunities! As part of our
dental family, hygienists take advantage
of: Competitive compensation plan
Free CE & training opportunities State
of the art facilities Robust training &
infrastructure Award winning culture &
team environment Morrison Dental Group
is family owned & operated since 1992.
We are team focused! We offer the latest
technology in our practices including
Invisalign, iTero, digital extra oral xrays,
CEREC, digital patient records & more!
Interested candidates should submit their
resume to the email provided. Full Time
Benefits Include: Health Insurance Dental
Benefits 401k Holiday Pay Paid Time Off
Contact: Alex Morrison 757-784-8442
alex@morrisondentalgroup.com
6707 - Dental Hygienist Needed FT
Fishersville, VA
Quality dental hygienist needed for
FT position with a great dental office
and team. Hourly appointments, with
additional time for SRP if needed. Bonus
plan available. Medical Insurance.
Looking for a long term, loyal, dedicated
team member to invest in. M-TH, roughly
one Friday every other month. Office
takes 2 full weeks vacation, normally in
Summer and at Christmas. Also, one work
week of Personal Days. In-office ACLS
training in July 2020. Opportunities for
growth as a hygiene practitioner. Contact
us for payscale information.
Contact: Dr. Catchings, 540-213-1966
drsandra@dentafish.com
6730 - Dental Assistant
Charlottesville/Waynesboro
Our busy dental office is looking for a FT
or PT Dental Assistant. We provide state
of the art equipment and are currently
building a new office. Please check
out our Website: Sapon and Swisher
Dental PLLC. The pay range is based on
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experience. We provide great benefits
and a bonus system. We also have all
the needed PPE for the current virus
situation. Please contact us to set up an
interview. We look forward to hearing
from you!
Contact: Brad, 434-566-9868
brad@swisherdentistry.com

Products
6689 - Complete, modern office
equipment for sale
Central Virginia
Complete dental office of modern
equipment. Perfect for start-up, secondary
location, or just modernize an older
practice. Practice with newer equipment
for a fraction of what the suppliers want to
charge you. Digital pano (approx. 4 years
old); Schick sensors; Ramvac Badger
dry-vac; Air Techniques dual head aircompressor; 3 rear-entry delivery systems
with work surfaces; 2 Dansereau dental
chairs (3 years old); 2 additional dental
chairs; Gendex intraoral x-ray; Tuttnauer
autoclave; 3 mobile dental cabinets; 3
sets of doctor-assistant chairs; many
other items (most are less than 5 years
old). $19,000 for everything. Must pick-up.
Contact: Laura, 540-586-3215
smlakesidedental@gmail.com

Office Space:
Sale/Lease
6732 - Furnished 5 operatory dental
office sale/lease
Charlottesville, VA
Five treatment room dental office for sale
in Charlottesville. At intersection of 29
and Rio Road on Berkmar Drive. A quiet
space in a busy place. Treatment rooms
are furnished with delivery systems.
A few upgrades and you will be ready to
see patients.
Contact: Alan, 434-242-1848
alan.bream@gmail.com

“

“

What is the
goal for your
practice?

What’s
the new
normal?
We can
help.

We are here to help you during
these uncertain times.
Our team of experts are
monitoring the constantly
changing guidelines in order to
help you prepare and market
your practice in addition to
meeting your transition goals.
Harry Snydman, DDS
(877) 365-6786 x230
choicetransitions.com
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Virginia Dental Association
3460 Mayland Ct., Ste. 110
Richmond, VA 23233

Unite the Healthiverse

